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Constitutive models available in the literature typically describe the compressive
strength of ordinary Portland cement paste (OPC) in a deterministic fashion, in
some cases as a function of variables such as W/C, porosity, and the clinker chemical
composition. The significant effect of the proportion of W/C on the final strength,
porosity and density have been reported in several works in material science. Some
studies have shown that the addition of MWCNTs can also modify the microstruc-
ture of cement significantly, and improve compressive strength and other mechanical
and physical properties. In principle, W/C, MWCNTs addition, porosity, density,
and compressive strength are related in different mechanical and physical degrees,
which indicates that a compound multilevel model could include all these variables
to predict multiple properties simultaneously.
The development of mathematical models for properties such as the compres-
sive strength has been intensively discussed in the literature. The construction of
simple compressive strength models allowed for practical engineering applications.
However, the deterministic models constructed to predict the compressive strength
of the cement paste; as a function of the physical properties, mixing process and
chemical composition of the cement paste, are not able to express uncertainty in the
predicted values. In these cases, the measurement and modeling errors are ignored
in the predictions.
In this work, we proposed a Probabilistic Multilevel Constitutive Model (PMCM)
using the variables mentioned. In multilevel modeling, nested sources of variability
are considered in each level of the model, improving the precision of the different level
iv
predictors. Bayesian Inference was used to inform the model using experimental data
from the literature and porosity characterization. Part of the clustered data was used
to check the model goodness of fit in each group-level.
Additionally, we proposed a Bayesian framework to analyze Mercury Intrusion
Porosimetry data. The purpose of the approach was to incorporate all the uncertainty
derived from sample preparation, drying methods, sample size, pore shape, contact
angle, and surface tension assumptions.
v
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Ordinary Portland cement is widely recognized as a method for stabilization and
solidification of low-level radioactive waste [1–4]. Cement technology is preferred in
this application for its multiple advantages, like requiring simple equipment, being of
easy scaling, and possessing good physical and mechanical properties. In radionuclide
research, cement has shown to improve leaching, which is determined by factors such
as water content and pore structure [5–7]. The cementitious waste forms have proved
to retain highly mobile radionuclides such as technetium and iodine [8]; however,
the cementitious matrix can suffer different mechanical and physical degradation
processes, resulting in the weakening of the structure that retains radionuclide waste
[9]. The disposal and monitoring of potential releases of radionuclides from the waste
form are essential issues to address; the leaching of radionuclides to the environment
could lead to serious negative environmental consequences.
Cement possesses favorable chemicals, physical and mechanical properties. Its
high pH and formation of hydration products favor sorption and ion substitution [9].
Physically, it has low permeability and the ability to protect radioactive waste in its
hardened state, thus facilitating transportation and storage by acting as a radiation
shield [10].
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The leaching of radionuclides from the cementitious waste form can be controlled
by improving physical properties like porosity and permeability, which at the same
time affects the mechanical properties of the material such as the compressive and
tensile strength, stiffness and fracture toughness [8, 11]. Considering that the pre-
diction of these properties may be beneficial, multiple models have been proposed
in the literature to express these relationships (Sec. 1.2.1). To understand the con-
nection between physical and mechanical properties, like porosity and compressive
strength in cement paste, is essential to examine cement paste characteristics, the
mixing process, curing time, and potential additions to the cement matrix.
Constitutive models are mathematical representations of the material behavior
that relate physical or mechanical properties. Arguably, proposing constitutive mod-
els can be considered the most intensely researched field in solid mechanics, given its
complexity and relevance for practical engineering problems. The description of a
material’s behavior includes the selection of a mathematical model and an evaluation
of the parameters in it. The assessment is usually made by using experimental data
collected on the properties that want to be measured.
The objective of this research is to propose probabilistic models of physical and
mechanical properties of the cement paste, looking forward to establishing relation-
ships that allow us to improve the future of composite materials for practices such
as nuclear waste disposal.
In cement-based materials, the development of mathematical models for prop-
erties such as the compressive strength has been discussed by several authors (Sec.
1.2.1). The construction of simple compressive strength models enabled practical
engineering applications. However, the deterministic models that aim to predict the
compressive strength of the cement paste as a function of physical properties, the
mixing process and chemical composition of the cement paste, are not able to express
uncertainty in the predicted values. In these cases, the measurement and modeling
2
errors are ignored in the predictions.
Uncertainty, classified in some cases as aleatory uncertainty or epistemic uncer-
tainty, stems from several sources, and it plays a prominent role in materials and
structural characterization for mechanical and civil engineering. Modeling uncer-
tainties could lead to a better estimation of the risk in engineering applications, in
comparison with a deterministic approach. Uncertainty can assume different forms
and arise from various sources, expert opinions, qualitative assessments, reliability
in the source of information or measurement uncertainties [12].
Considering uncertainty in material models and its effect on structural response
and reliability are crucial aspects to address. The uncertainty must be taken into
account on models and models’ parameters, for decision-making purposes. The con-
struction of a probabilistic model for the compressive strength of cement paste is
not only about considering relevant parameters but also about examining possible
sources of uncertainty in the parameters and the model itself.
1.2 Compressive strength in cement paste samples
Some studies have shown that compressive, tensile strength, fracture toughness,
and other mechanical properties can be linked to physical properties like porosity.
Compressive strength, flexural strength, and elasticity are highly correlated with
total and capillary porosity as with the pore size distribution of the hydrated cement
paste [13, 14]. Similarly, variables like pore size distribution in cement paste change
considerably when the hydration process begins, and it also depends on the water-
cement ratio W/C. The hydration process allows the formation of capillary and gel
pores in the porous system, which means that W/C and the degree of hydration
influence the porosity of cementitious materials and their mechanical properties.
Other authors have reported that the addition of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), in some
cases multi-walled carbo-nanotubes (MWCNTs), could modify the microstructure
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of cement significantly, followed by an improvement in mechanical properties [15,
16] and an increase in bulk density [17]. Such improvement could be linked to the
difference in porosity with and without nano amendments, attributed to the fact
that CNTs may be filling the mesopores (< 50nm) in the porous system.
W/C and MWCNTs addition seem to have a significant impact on properties like
porosity, density and compressive strength fc, which at the same time are related
to each other. This means that a compound multilevel constitutive model could
include all these variables for prediction. The construction of a multilevel model for
the prediction of compressive strength in hardened cement paste (HCP) will have a
direct application in the field of civil engineering and material science. This type of
model could allow engineers to make not only a prediction of the compressive strength
and other physical properties like porosity and density, but also could provide a
quantitative estimation of the uncertainties in these predictions.
1.2.1 Model Variables
Porosity
The influence of porosity on cement-based and ceramic materials have been stud-
ied in the past. Some deterministic models have been formulated to predict me-
chanical properties such as the compressive strength given a percentage of porosity
[18–20].
Kendall et al. [21] studied the influence of pores in the strength of cement-based
materials. In their work, not only compressive but also tensile strength, Young’s
modulus, and fracture energy were correlated with the material porosity. Their
research considered the microstructure, colloidal pores, and crack-like pores in the
material. They found that macro-defects (large pores), are primarily responsible
for the fracture of the material, while colloidal pores influence the elastic modulus.
Removing large pores in the cement paste significantly improved flexural strength
4
Table 1.1: Existing models of fc vs Porosity; Pann Eq.(1.1), Ryshkevitch and Duck-
worth Eq.(1.2), Schiller Eq.(1.3), Hasselmann Eq.(1.4) and Balshin Eq.(1.5)




fc = fc0 ∗ e−Kr∗P (1.2)
fc = Ks ∗ ln(PoP ) (1.3)
fc = fc0 −Kh ∗ P (1.4)
fc = fc0 ∗ (1− P )n (1.5)
(reaching 70 MPa), while colloidal pores allowed cement paste to reach 150 and 300
MPa in both flexural and compressive strength respectively.
Pann et al. [22] proposed a model relating compressive strength, capillary poros-
ity and W/C ratio. The argument to propose this model was that Abram’s model
(fc = A/BW/C) was only able to predict the compressive strength for mixtures with
single size aggregates, so the W/C ratio in Abram’s model was not sufficient for
prediction. Pann’s reformulation is presented in Eq.(1.1) in Tab.(1.1), where, A, B,
C, and D are empirical constants that summarize the effects of cement type, mix-
ing, the curing process and testing conditions, while Pc indicates capillary porosity.
Pann et al. evaluated the proposed model using data from 34 samples at 28 days
and compared their findings with Abram’s formula. The results showed that Abram’s
formulation was more conservative than their formulation.
Ryshkevitch & Duckworth [23, 24] proposed an exponential relationship, Eq.(1.2),
where fc0 denotes the intrinsic strength or strength at zero porosity, and Kr is an
empirical constant that describes the effects of other factors presented during the
preparation process. Ryshkevitch analyzed the influence of the controlled porosity
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in strength on specimens of pure alumina and zirconia with porosities between 3-
56% and 9-62% respectively. Their work shows that an increase in 10% of porosity
produces a decrease of 50% in strength in specimens of these materials. Duckworth
proposed the model in Eq.(1.2), as a mathematical expression that summarizes the
experimental work developed by Ryshkevitch.
Schiller [25] also proposed a model for gypsum pastes expressed in Eq.(1.3). Here,
Po represents the porosity where the strength vanishes, and Ks is an empirical con-
stant that encapsulates production effects such as water content. The logarithmic
expression indicates that for a non-porous material, the strength would be infinity.
Shiller [26] analyzed the correlation between parameters in the models Eq.(1.2) and
Eq.(1.3), and found that both models behave indistinguishably for a range of prac-
tical values of porosity, but have perceptible differences for values of porosity close
to P = 0 and P = Pcr.
Hasselmann [27] proposed the model in Eq.(1.4). In this model, Kh is an em-
pirical constant that depends on the pore shape and distribution, as well as the
mixing process. In this work, he formulates a relationship between strength and
Young’s modulus of elasticity as a function of the porosity of polycrystalline materi-
als. The linear expression fits very well with experimental results for practical values
of porosity (lower than 8%).
Another strength porosity model for simple porous metallic ceramic materials
was proposed by Balshin [28] Eq.(1.5).The power model presented has been used by
several authors for gypsum, calcium silicate hydrates and concrete, as mentioned in
[29]. In this model, fc0 stands for the strength at zero porosity, n is an empirical
constant and P represents the porosity values.
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Table 1.2: Existing models of fc vs W/C ratio; Bolomey Eq.(1.6), Abrams Eq.(1.7),
I Cheng-yen Eq.(1.8), Popovics Eq.(1.9) and Moutassem Eq.(1.10).


























Hundreds of papers disclosing information about the influence of the variation of
the compressive strength caused by the change of water-cement proportion can be
found in the literature. However, just some of these works summarized the experi-
mental data by building deterministic models.
Some authors have proposed models expressing the compressive strength of cement-
based materials as a function of its initial W/C ratio. These types of models were
the ones first formulated to predict compressive strength. For instance, Bolomey [30]
formulated a linear expression to calculate concrete strength after 28 days of curing
for mix design. The expression is presented in Eq.(1.6), where fc28 and fce are com-
pressive strength at 28 days, and nominal compressive strength respectively, while
A, B, and C are empirical constants related to the aggregate used. The empirical
constants summarize the effect of the aggregates and show that the model can be
used for plain cement paste considering different fitting parameters.
As it was mentioned before, Abrams [31] suggested a mathematical expression to
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predict compressive strength given a W/C value (See Eq.(1.7)). This formulation
was developed for a fully compacted concrete. Here, A and B are experimental
parameters for a specific age, material and cure conditions. A reformulation was
proposed by I-Cheng yen [31] to transform A and B from constant values to time-
dependent expressions, to predict compressive strength at any age (t) (See Eq.(1.8)).
Popovics et al. [32] extended Abrams expression by including an augmenting
variable to replicate the experimental evidence that between two comparable con-
cretes with the same W/C, the one with higher cement content will have the lower
strength. The additional variable (Ec) may also indicate water or paste content,
slurp or any of their combinations. (See Eq.(1.9)).
Moutassem et al. [33] proposed, between several models with different input
parameters, a reformulation of a model built by Powers and Brownyard in 1960,
presented in Eq.(1.10). This formulation intended to account for initial and derivative
hydration. A, B, E, and D are all empirical constants used for calibration purposes.
MWCNTs
The current state of the art includes not only the control of the variables men-
tioned, porosity, and W/C, but also the addition of external technologies to produce
new cement-based composite materials. The application of nano-technology to rein-
forced cementitious composites has resulted in ultra-high strengths [34].
Carbon-nanotubes (CNTs) are rolled up graphene plates that can be single,
double, or multi-walled, with a large length/diameter ratio. The outstanding im-
provement of the mechanical properties of the cement paste reinforced with car-
bon nanotubes has been studied by several researchers in the construction of high-
performance cement composites [35]. However, mathematical expressions relating
the addition of CNTs to the mechanical properties have not been formulated so far.
Data from several studies [15, 16, 36, 37] have shown that MWCNTs have a positive
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effect on the nano, micro, and macro mechanical properties of cement paste. MWC-
NTs in the cement matrix seem to allow the development of cracking resistance and
local stiffness of the CSH phase (Calcium Silicate Hydrate) and also a reduction in
porosity [36].
Bharj et al. [38] analyzed the impact of MWCNTs dispersion on the mechanical
properties of the cement paste. They showed that for 7, 14, 28 and 35 days of cur-
ing, powder mixing of MWCNTs achieved an improvement in compressive strength
of 8.2% in comparison with plain cement paste. Parallel to this, an aqueous mix-
ing method, using sonicator to mix MWCNTs in Deionized Water (DI), showed an
improvement of 22%. Results obtained from the samples reinforced with MWCNTs
showed an increase in strength for all cases. However, results also indicated that the
level of improvement depends on the dispersion method used.
Xu et al. [39] focused their study on the microstructure and strength of reinforced
cement paste with MWCNTs. They used a variation in the addition of MWCNTs
between 0%-0.2% by weight of cement (wt), showing improvements in compressive
and flexural strength with each addition, at 7 and 28 days of curing time. Their
results show a consistent increase in strength at early age cement (7 days). Improve-
ments in compressive strength at 7 days were 9, 18 and 22% for 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1
%wt respectively, while for 28 days were of 6, 13 and 15%.
Additional to these results, Xu et al., analyzed porosity and pore size distribution
in samples of reinforced cement paste with MWCNTs, and concluded that porosity
was reduced with the addition. They hypothesized that MWCNTs were filling large
pores of the hydration products, producing a more compacted cement paste.
Szeleag [36] incorporated CNTs in cement to study the variations in apparent den-
sity, linear shrinkage and mechanical properties like compressive and tensile strength.
The results of this investigation indicated that cement pastes reinforced with CNTs
had a lower apparent density (31% in comparison with conventional cement). How-
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ever, in contrast with other results in the same field, compressive and tensile strength
presented lower values than traditional cement pastes. The results of the mechanical
properties may be related to the increase in porosity with the addition. Moreover,
they could have an explanation in the dispersion method used, which has a high
impact on the results as was presented in [40] and [41].
Etman et al. [42] also studied the influence of CNTs in the mechanical properties
of cement paste samples, by using additions of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 % by weight.
The results of this study showed that compressive strength increased until it reached
48% respect to the control samples, while additions over 0.04% by weight degraded
the strength. Their results also showed that the microstructure of the hardened
cement paste was more dense and compact.
Density
Density is a physical property closely related to porosity, the degree of hydration
and the compressive strength in cement-based materials. The compressive strength
also depends on the particle size distribution, commonly characterized by the bulk
density.
Similar to the case of MWCNTs addition, models relating the density of cement
paste samples to mechanical or physical properties are hard to find. However, in a
similar situation, data from relationships between density and addition of CNTs and
W/C ratio are available in the literature. In cement paste, the space occupied by
the hydration product increases as the W/C increases; however, the product volume
remains constant at a specific degree of hydration irrespective of the water content.
Thus, gel and capillary pores will increase with the addition of water, increasing the
material porosity and decreasing its bulk density [43]. The density in cement paste
samples has different definitions, and each one depends on the volume measured.
Fig.(1.1) shows the fundamental differences between these densities.
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Figure 1.1: Differences between absolute, skeletal and bulk density [44]
• Absolute Density: It refers to the true density with the volume measurement
excluding the pores as well as the void spaces between particles.
• Skeletal Density: It refers to the ratio of the mass over the volume measurement
including only closed pores.
• Bulk Density: It refers to the ratio of the mass over the volume measurement
including all pores.
The addition of CNTs in cement composites seems to have a significant influ-
ence on the improvement in mechanical properties for the majority of the studies
reported in this document. However, some authors have not found any improve-
ment in mechanical properties or any significant changes in bulk density with the
addition of carbon nanotubes [17]. A hypothesis for these results is that different
functionalization processes of CNTs can affect the material’s response.
The previous statement is based on results obtained with a different functional-
ization process. For instance, Szelkag [36], compared two samples of plain cement
paste and samples reinforced with 0.1% CNTs for different W/C ratios. His results
showed that samples with W/C = 0.5 and 0.4 reached higher values of density (10
and 20% greater) compared with W/C = 0.6, indicating that the proportion of water
influences the final density. Also, the addition of CNTs on aqueous dispersion in the
presence of surfactant increased the porosity and lowered the apparent density.
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Hyett et al. [45] studied the influence of the variation of W/C in mechanical and
physical properties. Results of this investigation showed that bulk density values
increased from 1.6 to 2.10 g/cm3 in variations of W/C ratios between 0.7-0.35, while
for values of W/C < 0.35, the bulk density leveled off or even decreased.
1.3 Contribution
All the variables mentioned, namely, porosity, W/C, %MWCNTs, density and
compressive strength, are highly correlated. If W/C and %MWCNTs influence
porosity, density, and compressive strength, and at the same time porosity influences
density and compressive strength, a prediction of these variables should consider the
variations in each category.
We proposed a Probabilistic Multilevel Constitutive Model (PMCM) for predic-
tion of the compressive strength fc, porosity and density, using as input variables
W/C and % MWCNTs. The multilevel model consisted of different level predic-
tors and was updated using experimental data available in the literature and from
experimental work we developed in porosity characterization. Nested sources of in-
formation, from different works in cement paste research, were used to inform the
model in each group-level, improving accuracy in the predictions.
Additionally, we compared four existing models from the literature using a proba-
bilistic approach. The compared models were formulated to predict the compressive
strength using a value of total porosity.
We also proposed a Bayesian framework to analyze data from Mercury Intrusion
Porosimetry tests used to characterize cumulative porosity and pore size distribution
in samples of cement paste reinforced with MWCNTs.
The results of our research include a dataset with W/C, MWCNTs addition,
porosity, density and compressive strength measurements from different works. Pos-
terior probability distributions of model parameters and verification of the model,
12
and a detailed Bayesian framework to analyze MIP datasets.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Methods & Framework
“The theory of probability makes it possible to respect the
great men on whose shoulders we stand”
-H. Jeffreys
Probabilities can be frequentist or Bayesian; the differences between the two
paradigms has been a subject of discussion in many papers for a long time [46–51].
The difference between the frameworks relies on the interpretation of the concept of
probability. According to the frequentist definition, only experiments that can be
repeated have probabilities, which indicates that the probabilities are equal to the
long-term frequencies of occurrences [50]. In the frequentist framework, hypotheses
are not attached to probabilities. In the Bayesian framework, on the contrary, prob-
abilities are used to represent the uncertainty in an event or a hypothesis, and each
newly collected data narrows the probability distribution of the parameter around
the true value [51]. In this research, we used the Bayesian approach to deal with side
information, experienced knowledge, model comparison, and high model dimension-
ality [51].
2.1 Bayesian Inference
Model updating is a strategy to inform models based on experimental data [52–
55]. The premise of this strategy is that the model parameters can be estimated
based on measured data. Model updating can be performed in a deterministic or a
probabilistic fashion to enhance model parametrization. The probabilistic approach
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addresses the difference between experimental and analytical results as a problem of
statistical inference, to provide also a quantitative estimation of the parameter’s un-
certainty [56–59]. Bayesian model updating is a probabilistic technique to estimate
parameters, either with one or many computational models. The parameter’s estima-
tion using Bayes theorem (see Eq.(2.2)) is performed by estimating their probability
distributions, and by updating the estimation utilizing an ensemble of experimental
data [60].
When Θ is a set of parameters with Θ = {θ1, θ2, θi, θn}, where the probability
of each value in Θ is non zero and x is an observation or event where the condi-
tional probability distributions P (x|ΘMI) are known or modeled by M , then the
probability of the parameters P (Θ|xMI) can be determine by using the expression
in Eq.(2.1). This equation encloses Bayes’ theorem [58, 61–64]. Where P (Θ|xMI)
indicates the probability of the parameter Θ given the observations x, the model M
and the prior information I. Such probability can be calculated using P (Θ|MI) as
the prior distribution of the parameters Θ given the models M and any prior infor-
mation about the parameters I, and P (x|ΘMI) indicates the likelihood function of









Vehtari & Ojanen [65] mentioned the relevance of allowing probabilistic models
to describe the significant conditions of the problem. From a strict point of view, one
could say that all models lack the capacity to model the problem in its full extent,
but are useful when evaluating the predictive performance. As George Box in [66]
stated:
“Since all models are wrong, the scientist cannot obtain a ’correct’ one by ex-
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cessive elaboration. On the contrary,..., he should seek an economical description of
natural phenomena. Just as the ability to devise simple but evocative models is the
signature of the great scientist, so over-elaboration and overparameterization is often
the mark of mediocrity”
If several models are being compared (M1,M2...Mi), Bayes inference can help to
establish which one is the model most probable, by using a modified expression of
the previous equation, as presented in Eq.(2.2). In this case, the goal is to establish
the probability of each model Mj by using the observations available and any prior
information about the model parameters or the model itself.
P (Mj|xI) = P (Mj|I)
P (x|MjI)
P (x|I) , (2.2)
where P (Mj|I) is the probability of the model jth given the information I, P (x|MjI)
indicates the probability of the observed values given the model jth and the infor-
mation I, and P (Mj|DI) is the probability of the model after the evidence has been
considered.
In Bayesian inference, prior probability distributions indicate one’s belief about
the parameter before any evidence is considered. As Jeffrey stated in [67], the beliefs
allow the coexistence of different prior distributions within the same probabilistic
framework [68]. Prior distributions can be formulated using different methods, by
using previous experiments or past information. One of the methods that can be used
is the Principle of Maximum Entropy ME. This criteria will be address in Sec.(2.1.1).
Any model developed for a corresponding predictive response will defer from the
real structure or material behavior. The reason for this is that any mathematical
model is only an approximation of the actual structure/material, and uncertain in
the modeling errors leads to dubious accuracy in the model prediction [56]. Some
examples of Bayesian inference in model updating can be found in the literature [57,
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58, 69]. In this research, we used Bayesian model updating in the construction of
the Probabilistic Multilevel Constitutive Model of the compressive strength.
2.1.1 Maximum Entropy Principle
When formulating prior probability distributions, one may have available pieces of
information about the possible distribution of the parameter of interest. However, not
sufficient information to characterize it completely. Because of the lack of information
about the actual distribution, the principle of maximum entropy suggest selecting the
distribution that allows considering all the parameter uncertainty or unpredictability
[70–73]. The objective is to maximize this uncertainty under the constraint that such
distribution must coincide with known information, for example, the average that
we have measured; in case that is the only information that we have about the
distribution.
Maximum entropy is obtained by maximizing Shannon’s measure [72, 73] Eq.(2.3),
where f(x) ∈ [0,1], and φj(x) is the moment constraint function.
H(f) = −
∫
f(x) log f(x)dx (2.3)
The maximization also must satisfy the moments constraints in Eq.(2.4), where j =
0, 1, 2, ...q indicates the jth constraint, and µj are the known values of the constraints.
E[φj(x)] =
∫
φj(x)f(x)dx = µj, (2.4)
Here, j = 0 represents the normalization constraint, assuring that the distribution
sums to one. For j = 1 we have the first moment or mean. Zellner & Highfield
[71], and Golan et al. [70] provided the solution presented in Eq.(2.5). Derivation of
equations Eq.(2.3) to Eq.(2.5) can be found in [73].
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where λj represents the Lagrangian multiplier for the jth constraint, and Ωj is the
“partition function” expressed as
∫
exp[−∑qj=1 λjφj(x)]dx. When introducing addi-
tional parameters in φj, the result is a family of exponential distributions as presented
in [73] (Tab.1).
The advantage of using ME principle to define prior distributions in a Bayesian
analysis is that the distributions represent the least informative ones, and any ad-
ditional assumptions or biases have not been introduced into the inference process.
We used the principle of maximum entropy to formulate prior distributions of the
PMCM parameters.
Posterior distributions of the parameters given the data P (Θ|xMI) were com-
puted using the prior distributions of the parameters P (Θ|MI) and the evaluation of
the evidence through the likelihood function P (x|ΘMI). However, the computation
of the parameters’ posterior distributions cannot be done analytically [74]. Because
of this, numerical methods were used to sample this PDF.
2.1.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo in Bayesian computations
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have become the most popular tool
to draw sample points from a specific distribution [62, 74–76]. In Bayesian inference
computations, MCMC can be used when the dimensionality of the sampling space
increase [74]. When the samples are generated according to the target distribution,
the expected values and integrals are calculated in a process similar to Monte Carlo
integration; which consists on integrating over a random set of points [74, 77]. If
X1, X2, X3, ...Xn indicates a sequence of random variables or Markov chain, the future
sample of the random variable can be calculated considering its present state. This
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is made by using Eq.(2.6).
P (Xn+1 = x|X1 = x1, X2 = x2, X3 = x3...Xn = xn) = P (Xn+1 = x|Xn = xn) (2.6)
In a continuous space where the probability density can be defined, the transition
probability matrix is expressed like K(x, y) = P (Xn+1 = y|Xn = x). In the state




In an irreducible Markov chain, that can go from any state x to another state y,
any initial distribution affected by the transition operator K will get closer to the
stationary distribution π. The Law of Large numbers indicates that the expected
value of a function g(x) over π gets closer to the average value of the final Markov
chain, Eq.(2.8). This allows us to estimate quantities of interest such as credible










The Metropolis Hastings MH algorithm is a well known MCMC algorithm [77,
78]. The premise of the MH algorithm is to propose an initial distribution q(y|x)
from where is desire to sample with an acceptance ratio α(x, y), Eq.(2.9). In this







K(x, y) = q(y|x)α(x, y) (2.10)
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms provide the basis of practical computation
to sample the posterior distributions of the unknown parameters [79, 80]. In this
research, we used MCMC algorithms to sample from the posterior distributions of
the final PMCM.
2.1.3 Convergence Diagnostics
The convergence diagnostics establishes how long should be the MCMC simu-
lation. Several authors have addressed the problem of diagnostics and inference in
iterative simulations proposing different procedures [62, 81–85]. Because in most
cases it is not possible to observe the convergence of an iterative simulation using a
single sequence, Gelman & Rubin [84] proposed the use of variances from multiple
sequences. In this approach, M parallel chains of length 2n with starting points dis-
persed in the distribution, and with the n first values of the distribution discarded
should be used. The factor W in Eq.(2.12) and the factor B in Eq.(2.11) indicate
the within-chain and the between-chain variances, respectively.
B = n
M − 1 ×
M∑
m=1
(θ̄m − θ̄)2, (2.11)
here, the variance of the between-chain in calculated using all chains, where θt is the
tth sample of the Markov chain, θ̄m = 1n ×
∑n









and the variance of the within-chain is calculated by computing the average of the
variances of each set of M parallel chains, where S2m = 1n−1
∑n
t=1(θtm − θ̄m)2.
V̂ = n− 1
n




The posterior marginal variance for each parameter is calculated using Eq.(2.13)
and its compared with the within-chain variance to obtained the Potential Scale
Reduction Factor PSRF = V̂ /W . This last indicator shows how big is the difference
between variances. If the factor is close to 1 or is below 1.1, we can conclude that
the M chain has stabilized and the target distribution has been reached.
2.1.4 Model Checking
Assumptions in the Bayesian analysis can result in misleading inferences about
the parameters. A correct Bayesian analysis should at least check the fit of the model
with the observations; this is called the goodness of fit [86–88]. Posterior predictive
checking should be used to evaluate if any replication of the data under the model
is similar to the observed data, or if the observed evidence is plausible under the
posterior distribution [88].
The goodness of the resemblance between the model and the data can be address
in two ways, qualitatively or quantitatively [87]. Qualitative analysis can be done by
visually examining graphical or tabular information to look up for patterns in the
results between actual and simulated data. Quantitative assessment can be done by
measuring the discrepancy between actual (yact) and simulated (ỹ) data, calculating
the probability of T (yrep, ỹ) as big or bigger than the actual value T (yact, ỹ). This
probability is known as the Bayesian p-value. If such value is small, the model can
be rejected.
P (T (yrep, ỹ) ≥ T (yact, ỹ)) (2.14)
As stated by Gelman et al. [88], the fit of the model is made by using simulated
data from the posterior predictive distribution and comparing the sampled values
to the observed data. The discrepancies should show possible failings in the model.
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We carried out posterior predictive checks in this research by using observations not
considered for prior definitions and likelihood evaluations. The posterior predictive
check was addressed qualitatively in all cases.
2.2 Porosity characterization of cement paste samples
In this section, we discuss the methodology followed to characterize the pore
structure of samples of cement paste. Samples with different curing times and various
additions of MWCNTs were tested using Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry, to obtain
pore size distributions curves and cumulative intruded volume of mercury.
2.2.1 Sample preparation
Prisms of size 1 × 1 × 3 in were cast using ordinary Portland cement Type 1,
with a W/C ratio of 0.5, reinforced with oxidized Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes,
(Cheap Tubes Inc., cat# SKU-030101, Brattleboro, VT). MWCNTs suspensions were
prepared in Ultra High Purity Water (UHPW, 18.2MΩ.cm) and ultrasonicated using
a bath sonicator (Branson 2800 CPX) for 15 minutes, with a Frequency of 40 kHz.
Matta F. & Iffat S. [89] conducted MWCNTs characterization. Concentrations and
number of prisms per concentration are presented in Tab.(2.1).
Table 2.1: Test matrix of porosity characterization.





The cement prisms were cast in molds and maintained under wet burlaps for one
day before unmolding. The prisms were cured under saturated limewater during 5
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(a) Prisms’ pieces (b) Pieces’ chunks
Figure 2.1: (a) Prisms cut in three pieces for analysis of 7, 14 and 28 days of curing,
(b) Small chunks or samples from pieces.
days for prisms tested as 7 days of curing, 12 days for prisms tested as 14 days of
curing, and 26 days for prisms tested as 28 days of curing. The prisms were removed
from the water and cut in 3 parts as showed in Fig.(2.1)(a). The small chunks were
placed in small containers and dried for 2 days before testing for porosity Fig.(2.1)(b).
2.2.2 Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry
Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry MIP is a popular technique to measure porosity
and pore size distribution. Several works in the literature had reported the results
of porosity characterization in cementitious materials [13, 90–97].
Cook & Hover [90] for example, evaluated 92 specimens of cement paste for
different W/C and degrees of hydration, 0.3-0.6 and 1, 3, 7, 14, 28 and 56 days re-
spectively. The porosity characterization was made using the MIP technique. Their
results showed variations of porosity between 16 and 56% for different W/C ratios
and degree of hydration values [98]. The threshold diameter or pore size that inter-
connects the first pore pathway in the pore structure, was also estimated from the
MIP tests and was found to vary between 2 µm to 20 nm.
Other works in the literature, also address the variation of the MIP results by
using different assumptions that lead to differences in pore-size distribution curves.
We discuss the analysis of data from this type of tests in Chap.(3).
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Figure 2.2: Samples size between 5mm and 7.0 mm following recommendations of
sample mass and size [100]
We investigated the pore structure, pore size distribution and porosity of cement
samples reinforced with MWCNTs using the MIP technique. The analysis of porosity
being of particular importance to understand the physical and mechanical behavior
of the material. The results were used in the construction of the PMCM addressed
in Chap.(4).
The MIP technique consists of introducing the samples into a chamber that is
later filled with mercury. Mercury does not wet most substances, so its penetration
into capillary pores must be done using pressure [99]. The procedure to test cement
samples using MIP was done as follows, Fig.(2.3):
1. Samples were selected with a size between 5.0 mm and 7.0 mm, as presented
in Fig.(2.2). the sample’s dimension influences the accuracy of pore size distri-
bution results [100].
2. The bulk densities for all samples were measured using an AccuPyc II 1340
Gas Pycnometer from Micromeritics. Five cycles/5 purges were selected for an
equilibrium pressure of 19.5 psi.
3. The samples were located inside the penetrometer.
4. After the bulk densities were measured; samples were analyzed in an automatic
mercury intrusion porosimeter (PoreMaster 33 manufactured by Quantachrome
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Figure 2.3: Procedure to test cement samples using Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry.
1. Samples size [5mm-7mm] 2. Bulk densities using AccuPyc II 1340 Gas Pyc-
nometer, 3. Samples in penetrometer 4. Samples tested in PoreMaster for low and
high-pressure analysis.
Instruments) with a diameter range of 1000 to 0.0070 µm. The samples were
first located in the Low-Pressure chamber for analysis between 0.2 and 50
psi (1.38-345 kPa). The low-pressure analysis was initiated when the vacuum
pump reached 10mTorr. After the low-pressure analysis finished, the sample
cell filled with mercury was located in the high-pressure chamber for analysis
between 50-33000 psi (345 kPa-228 MPa). At all times, compressed gas was
regulated to 55-60 psi (414 kPa). The full pressure analysis was reached in 1
h and 50 min average per sample.
Five samples per concentration and curing time were tested suing MIP, as pre-
sented in Tab.(2.2).
2.3 Experimental results of Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry
The results of the samples at 28 days are presented in Tab.(2.3). For 7 and 14
days of curing time, tables can be found in App.(A). The pycnometer results of each
cycle are reported in Tab.(A.3) to Tab.(A.14). The raw data of intruded volume of
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Table 2.2: Number of samples per concentration and curing time for MIP tests. CP:
Cement Paste.
Concentration Number of samples
7 Days 14 Days 28 Days
CP-0% 5 5 5
CP-0.001% 5 5 5
CP-0.005% 5 5 5
CP-0.05%% 5 5 5
Table 2.3: Weight and density of 28 days samples for MIP test. Piece-(%MWCNTs)-
(Days)-(Samples number)
Sample ID Weight(g) Bulk Density (g/cc) Bulk Volume (cc)
P-0-28-1 0.321 2.16 0.149
P-0-28-2 0.286 2.14 0.133
P-0-28-3 0.188 2.10 0.0895
P-0-28-4 0.367 2.17 0.169
P-0-28-5 0.182 2.16 0.0844
P-0.001-28-1 0.204 2.24 0.0907
P-0.001-28-2 0.185 2.24 0.0827
P-0.001-28-3 0.238 2.21 0.103
P-0.001-28-4 0.439 2.25 0.195
P-0.005-28-1 0.391 2.21 0.177
P-0.005-28-2 0.566 2.17 0.261
P-0.005-28-3 0.605 2.16 0.280
P-0.005-28-4 0.396 2.16 0.184
P-0.005-28-5 0.398 2.16 0.184
P-0.05-28-1 0.309 2.17 0.142
P-0.05-28-2 0.424 2.14 0.198
P-0.05-28-3 0.412 2.16 0.191
P-0.05-28-4 0.380 2.17 0.175
P-0.05-28-5 0.143 2.27 0.0660
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Figure 2.4: Intruded volume vs pressure for samples at 28 days (data from PoreMas-
ter). Sample ID indicates Piece-(%MWCNTs)-(Days)-(Samples number)
mercury vs pressure is presented in Fig.(2.4) for samples at 28 days. Similar figures
can be found in App.(A) for 7 and 14 days (Fig.(A.1) and Fig.(A.4)).
The Washburn’ Equation [101], presented in Eq.(2.15) was used to convert in-
truded volume values vs. pressure values into pore size distribution curves.
d = −φγ cos(θ)
p
(2.15)
Where d is the pore width, φ is the shape factor, γ is the surface tension, θ is the
contact angle, and p is the pressure. The shape factor indicates the pores’ shape,
surface tension indicates the cohesive force of the mercury particles on the surface,
and the contact angle is a measure of the wettability of the mercury over a solid
surface.
Values of φ, γ and θ were selected as 3, 0.48N/m and 140◦ respectively in the
preliminary results. The values of φ were assumed for an elliptical pore cross-section,
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and θ values were selected from measurements taken between mercury and pore wall
of cement paste samples. The incidence of the parameters variation on MIP curves
is analyze in Chap.(3).
Porosimetry results were corrected automatically by the equipment, and addi-
tional corrections were applied [91, 102]. A volume data correction was made using
a blank run with an empty cell (Vblank). The blank run corrects the density and
volume changes caused by temperature effects. The volume correction was applied
using
Vint−1 = Vo − Vblank, (2.16)
where Vint is the volume of intrusion, and Vo is the uncorrected volume reading.
A pressure correction was also applied to account for the hydrostatic head of
mercury when the cell is located vertically in the high-pressure chamber [91]. The
equipment calculates the head of pressure as the sum of the ambient pressure and the
weight of the column of mercury. The head pressure (Phead) was calculated using the
height of the mercury column from the meniscus to the center of the penetrometer
in the upright position. The pressure correction was made using Eq.(2.17).
Pt = Po + Phead, (2.17)
where Po is the uncorrected pressure reading, and Pt is the corrected pressure.
Two additional corrections, differential mercury compression and change in sur-
face tension with pore size were applied [91]. The first correction accounts for the
volume of mercury that is displaced when the sample is located inside the cell in
comparison with the volume of mercury of the empty cell. This indicates that the
blank run is including an amount of mercury that is not present in the experimental
28
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Figure 2.5: Normalized Intruded Volume of Mercury vs. Pore size distribution for
samples at 28 days. Sample ID indicates Piece-(%MWCNTs)-(Days)-(Samples num-
ber)
run, this volume of mercury is defined as Vchg. The correction for differential mercury
compression was made using
Vint−2 = Vint−1 − Vchg, (2.18)
where Vint−1 is the volume corrected in Eq.(2.16), and Vint−2 is the volume corrected
for differential mercury compression.
Corrections on the change of the surface tension with pore size were also made,
considering that the surface tension decreases during the experiment [91]. This cor-
rection leads to a more generalized form of Washburn Equation
d = −φγ cos(θ)
p
+ 4b cos θ, (2.19)
where b is the effective radius of a mercury atom (270 picometers).
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Figure 2.6: Porosity vs. Pore size distribution for samples at 28 days. Piece-
(%MWCNTs)-(Days)-(Samples number)
After all corrections and transformations were applied to the raw data, normal-
ized intruded volume and cumulative porosity vs pore size distribution curves were
obtained. Fig.(2.5) and Fig.(2.6) show the results of the transformation analysis for
samples of 28 days of curing time. Similar results can be found in App.(A) for 7 and
14 days (Fig.(A.2) to Fig.(A.6)). Total porosity values are presented in Tab.(2.4).
The values were calculated as the ratio of total intruded volume of mercury over the
sample volume.
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Table 2.4: Percentage of porosity obtained with MIP tests for samples at 7, 14 and
28 days of curing with different additions of MWCNTs. Piece-(%MWCNTs)-(Days)-
(Samples number)
7 Days 14 Days 28 Days
Sample ID Porosity (%) Sample ID Porosity (%) Sample ID Porosity (%)
P-0-7-1 22.6 P-0-14-1 20.2 P-0-28-1 17.3
P-0-7-2 28.9 P-0-14-2 24.0 P-0-28-2 15.3
P-0-7-3 24.8 P-0-14-3 20.9 P-0-28-3 17.2
P-0-7-4 30.5 P-0-14-4 21.2 P-0-28-4 17.9
P-0-7-5 25.6 P-0-14-5 17.9 P-0-28-5 17.1
P-0.001-7-1 25.1 P-0.001-14-1 19.2 P-0.001-28-1 16.9
P-0.001-7-3 22.9 P-0.001-14-2 19.7 P-0.001-28-2 20.7
P-0.005-7-1 28.4 P-0.001-14-3 20.5 P-0.001-28-3 17.3
P-0.005-7-2 22.5 P-0.001-14-4 22.4 P-0.001-28-4 16.6
P-0.005-7-3 23.2 P-0.005-14-1 15.3 P-0.005-28-1 16.4
P-0.05-7-1 25.0 P-0.005-14-2 18.9 P-0.005-28-2 13.5
P-0.05-7-2 20.9 P-0.005-14-3 18.5 P-0.005-28-3 13.5
P-0.05-7-3 26.4 P-0.005-14-4 16.7 P-0.005-28-4 16.7
P-0.05-14-1 15.2 P-0.005-28-5 17.1
P-0.05-14-2 18.3 P-0.05-28-1 17.9
P-0.05-14-3 16.6 P-0.05-28-2 13.2
P-0.05-14-4 18.9 P-0.05-28-3 17.8
P-0.05-28-4 13.0
P-0.05-28-5 22.7
Total cumulative porosity and pore-size distribution curves were obtained from
initial assumptions in the Washburn’ equation parameters. Different results can be
obtained when modifying these assumptions. The uncertainty in parameter estima-
tion will be address in Chap.(3)
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Chapter 3
Probabilistic Analysis of Mercury Intrusion
Porosimetry (MIP) Curves
“A theory has only the alternative of being right or wrong.
A model has a third possibility: it may be right, but
irrelevant.” -Manfred Eigen
3.1 Parameters that affect pore size distribution curves
Different factors influence Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry results. When ana-
lyzing the parameters of the Washburn Equation Eq.(2.15), to transform intruded
volume vs. pressure, into pore diameter values, one can observe that the selection of
the values for the shape factor, surface tension, and contact angle, result in different
shapes of the pore-size distribution curve. Such variation brings up questions such
as, what is the most appropriate way to include all this uncertainty when analyzing
the data? How to conclude when considering all the variability in the parameters?
And, how can the results been compared with other results in the literature for the
same material but with different assumptions?. Ma, [103] best expressed the issue
of dealing with MIP results as follows:
“There are a lot of factors influencing the results of MIP measurements.
However, from the thousands of papers involving MIP, it can be eas-
ily concluded that different researchers have been performing MIP mea-
surements with quite different procedures (parameter selections, sampling
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methods, drying techniques, etc.), to say nothing of that the details of
MIP are not given at all, which must lead to discrete test results even
though their target materials are similar. Under such a background,
property-microstructure relations established based on MIP measurements
can never be expected to have good generality.”
The factors that influence the variation of MIP results were analyzed in [103]. The
purpose of that work was to unify the approaches to obtain MIP results comparable
between different works. These authors compared the effect of the variation of the
surface tension of mercury, that is typically between 473 mN/m and 485 mN/m,
and concluded that the effect of this variable is minimal and can be considered
negligible. Thus, if the value is unknown, 480 mN/m can be used. On the other
hand, the contact angle θ has a notable effect on the results, and its variation should
not be ignored.
Winslow & Diamond [104] also analyzed the variation of the contact angle θ in
samples of cement paste for different drying methods, namely, P-drying, D-drying,
and oven drying. The contact angle obtained for each method was 130◦, 126◦ and
117◦ respectively. Commonly, the range of the contact angle is between 117◦ and
141◦ [94], and its variation can lead to differences in the pore size by a factor of 2,
as stated in [103, 105].
Hearn [100] evaluated the sample size to obtain a sample completely intruded
of mercury. His results indicate that the sample size has a prominent role, not in
the total intruded volume of mercury, but in the shape of the pore size distribution
curve. He also showed that a reduction in the sample mass resulted in a decrease in
the value of total porosity.
Cook et al. [91], analyzed the MIP technique with the purpose of including addi-
tional corrections to the results. The authors proposed corrections in volume, sample
compression, surface tension, and pressure, which lead to a most general definition
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Table 3.1: Shape factor values φ in Eq. 2.15 [91]
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Figure 3.1: Effect of the variation of the shape factor (φ) in pore size distribution
curves for a sample at 7 days and 0% MWCNTs
of the Washburn Equation. Their results showed that the additional corrections
modified the shape of the pore size distribution curve, which implies that different
assumptions can lead to different predictions in strength and permeability.
We reconstructed the cement sample P-0-7-1 from Subsec.(2.2.2) using the dif-
ferent shape factor values presented in Tab.(3.1), where the values of the θ and γ
were fixed to 140◦ and 0.48 N/m respectively. The different pore size distribution
curves are shown in Fig.(3.1). The resulting curves are shifted to the right, leading to
different values of total porosity and critical diameter. Similar results were obtained
when analyzing the variability of the contact angle θ in Fig.(3.2), for fixed values of
φ = 3 and γ= 0.48 N/m. The curves are also shifted to the right, thus modifying
34
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Figure 3.2: Effect of the variation of the contact angle (θ) in pore size distribution
curves for a sample at 7 days and 0% MWCNTs.
the value of total porosity, given that the maximum pore size analyzed decreased.
Similar to the parameter φ, the variation of θ lead to different values of the critical
diameter. In both cases, the change in the critical diameter was by a factor of 2
when analyzing the limit values of the contact angle and the shape factor.
Contrary to the results obtained in Fig.(3.1) and Fig.(3.2) and supporting Cook
et al. [91], the variability in the surface tension value did not affected the pore size
distribution curve. Fig.(3.3) was obtained for fixed values of φ =3 and θ= 140◦.
Note that different assumptions can lead to varying results in porosity character-
ization of a specific material. In this research, we proposed to unify the analysis of
results of Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry, for similar target materials, by incorporat-
ing the uncertainty in these assumptions.
3.2 MIP Bayesian Framework
In this section, we present a new approach to analyzing the data obtained from
MIP tests. The primary objective was to consider all the parameters that cause
variability in the results. We used a Bayesian framework to analyze the different MIP
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Figure 3.3: Effect of the variation of the surface tension (γ) in pore size distribution
curves for a sample at 7 days and 0% MWCNTs
datasets for samples with different additions of MWCNTs and different curing times.
The reason for using Bayes is that it allows to include all the uncertainty derived
from sample preparation, drying methods, sample size and pore shape, contact angle
and surface tension assumptions.
The Bayesian framework methodology consisted of proposing several models that
aim to describe the experimental data. The proposed models were different poly-
nomials as presented in Eq.( 3.1), where n goes from 1 to 12, which means that







• α represents the coefficients of the polynomial.





is the pore diameter calculated with Washburn equation,
converted to a logarithmic scale, as appears in the pore size distribution curves.
φ is the shape factor, γ is the surface tension and θ is the contact angle.
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Table 3.2: Definition of prior PDFs for parameters in the model. φ shape factor, θ
contact angle, γ surface tension, α polynomial coefficients.
Parameter PDF ME constraint Support
φ f(x) = 1
b−a - [a, b]
θ




αk f(x) = 1√2πσ2 exp(
−(x−µ)2
2σ2 ) E(x) = µ; E(x− µ)
2 = σ2 (−∞,∞)
Table 3.3: Constraints of the parameters in the definition of ME PDFs
Parameter Constraints






α f(x) = 1√2πσ2 exp(
−(x−µ)2
2σ2 ) Least Squares polynomial fit
• Pn represents the cumulative porosity (%) as a prediction of the polynomial
models.
The principle of maximum entropy was discussed in Sec.(2) as the approach
to define prior probability distributions in the analysis of the MIP datasets. The
definitions of the PDFs was done for the different parameters as presented in Tab.(3.2)
and Tab.(3.3).
We defined the likelihood function as Gaussian, following Eq.(3.2), where σv is
considered an unknown parameter, P̂i(ΘMI) is the predicted porosity as a function
of Θ, M and I; Pi is the porosity from the experimental data and n is the number
of points considered in the curve for the prediction. In this case, Θ indicates all the
parameters to be updated (φ, θ, γ , α); M indicates all the models (Eq.(3.1)), I
represents the previous information about the models and the models parameters,
and x indicates the observations.
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For the sampling we used a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, as addressed
in Subsec.(2.1.2). We did a test of convergence, following the methods explained
in Subsec.(2.1.3), to establish the size for the Markov chain. The size of the chains
obtained from the analysis shows that the number of samples needed for stabilization
of the chain was 2.0e5 for all models. Fig.(3.4) shows the values of the PSRF factor
obtained from the convergence diagnostic for two polynomial models. Similar plots
can be found in the App.(A.3) for other polynomials.
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When a set of competing models are proposed, as in this case, and as it was
presented in Sec.(2.1), a Bayes factor is used to compared models. Bayes factor is
the ratio between the marginal likelihood of one model, over the marginal likelihood
of another model, as presented in Eq.(3.3) and Eq.(3.4).










After establishing the number of samples of the Markov chain for each of the
polynomial models, the comparison was made by using the integration expressed in
Eq.(3.5) - Eq.(3.7). The last equation summarizes the Monte Carlo integration, where
n indicates the number of samples generated from the distribution. Thus, fixing n
we can calculate the approximate or empirical average. Note that F̄n converge to
P (x|MI) for the strong law of large numbers [62]. The speed of the convergence of
F̄n can be estimated by calculating the variance from Eq.(3.8).















(F (Θi)− F̄n)2 (3.8)
Considering that the values of the integral can exceed the limiting resolution of
the programming language, the LFn given by Eq.(3.9) and its variance VLFn Eq.(3.10)
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Figure 3.5: Convergence of the variance of polynomial models with n = 1 and n = 5
were calculate instead. Fig.(3.5) presents the convergence of the confidence bounds
of the integral for the polynomial models M1 and M5. Similar plots can be found in













(log(F (Θi))− LFn)2 (3.10)
The logarithm of the Bayes factor (log(BF )) was calculated by comparing the
logarithmic probabilities of the models from Tab.(3.4). The log(BF ) was obtained
subtracting the values of LFn and comparing the results using Tab.(3.5).
Table 3.5: Log(BF) interpretation [106]
LFni − LFnj Evidence
> 0 Supports Mi
< 0 Supports Mj
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1e+02 0 -78 -90 -81 -80 -64 -60 -72 -53 -85 2.4e+02
1.8e+02 78 0 -12 -3.1 -2.6 14 18 5.4 25 -7.1 3.2e+02
1.9e+02 90 12 0 9.2 9.7 26 30 18 37 5.2 3.3e+02
1.8e+02 81 3.1 -9.2 0 0.54 17 21 8.5 28 -4 3.2e+02
1.8e+02 80 2.6 -9.7 -0.54 0 16 20 8 27 -4.5 3.2e+02
1.7e+02 64 -14 -26 -17 -16 0 4.1 -8.2 11 -21 3e+02
1.6e+02 60 -18 -30 -21 -20 -4.1 0 -12 6.9 -25 3e+02
1.7e+02 72 -5.4 -18 -8.5 -8 8.2 12 0 19 -12 3.1e+02
1.5e+02 53 -25 -37 -28 -27 -11 -6.9 -19 0 -32 2.9e+02
1.9e+02 85 7.1 -5.2 4 4.5 21 25 12 32 0 3.2e+02





Figure 3.6: Matrix of Log(BF) between different polynomial models. Interpretation
follows Tab.(3.5) with Mi/Mj.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between P vs. D and dP/dlogD curves for models M4 and
M11
These results show that the modelM4 is the most probable model, followed by the
model M11. Considering that there are two main factors that we want to analyze in
MIP data, namely, total porosity and critical diameter, both models were compared
qualitatively in the checking of the goodness of fit. In Fig. (3.7) we plot the results
for samples of 7 days and 0% of MWCNTs. The red band indicates part of the
scatter of the samples.
Note that both models define similar ranges of total porosity. However, the
derivative of the polynomial model M4 does not agree with the inflection point of
the curves, which represent the critical diameter of the sample and is given by the
maximum of the derivative curve. On the other hand, model M11 matches the point
where there is a change in curvature.
From these results, we found convenient to use the polynomial model M11 to
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Figure 3.8: Porosity-diameter and critical diameter distributions of the model for
samples at 7 days and 0.001% of MWCNTs
analyze data of different curing times and additions of MWCNTs.




The data presented in Sec.(2.2) was analyzed using the polynomial model M11 in
the different subgroups of curing time (7, 14 and 28 days) and in different additions
of MWCNTs (0, 0.001, 0.005 and 0.05 %). One of the samples in each group was
used to inform the prior distributions of the parameters in the model; the resulting
samples were used to update the polynomial model following the Bayesian framework
already presented.
In Fig.(3.8) we present the results of the samples of 7 days and 0.001% of MWC-
NTs. The plot shows the distribution of the total porosity associated with the diam-
eter distribution, where the total porosity values were obtained. It is important to
remark that the pore diameter represents the uncertainty of the model parameters,
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Table 3.6: Total porosity and critical diameters for samples at 7 days and different
additions of MWCNTs
Porosity (%) Diameter for Total Porosity (µm)
Days MWCNTs % min mean max min mean max
7 0 19.0 25.7 31.5 0.00452 0.00464 0.00480
7 0.001 16.4 21.3 27.1 0.00453 0.00463 0.00474
7 0.005 14.6 25.7 35 0.00571 0.00627 0.00651
7 0.05 8.93 21.3 33.3 0.0043 0.00441 0.00472
Critical Diameter (µm)
Days MWCNTs % min mean max
7 0 0.0300 0.0475 0.0662
7 0.001 0.033 0.0466 0.0645
7 0.005 0.0424 0.056 0.0897
7 0.05 0.0217 0.0427 0.0644
considering that the Washburn equation transforms pressure values into diameter
values. The latter indicates that different values of the parameters will result in
different values of the pore size. Thus, the total porosity distribution was calculated
in different minimum pore size values or a minimum pore size distribution.
For this particular set of data, the total porosity is between 16.4% and 27.1 %
with a mean value of 21.3 %. The porosity distribution was obtained by analyzing a
minimum pore size between 4.53e-3 µm and 4.74e-3 µm. We found that the critical
diameter for this set of samples is between 3e-2 µm and 6.45e-2 µm, with a mean
value of 4.66e-2 µm. Similar results for the other additions are shown in Tab.(3.6).
The analysis of the samples of 14 days and 0.001% MWCNTs, using the Bayesian
framework, shown in Fig.(3.9) indicate that the total porosity of the samples is
between 17.8% and 26.4% with a mean value of 21.8% for porosity values reported
in a range of minimum pore size between 5.24e-3 µm and 5.53e-3 µm. The critical
diameter values for this addition were found to be between 2.62e-2 µm and 4.76e-2
µm, with a mean value of 3.58e-2 µm. The results for different additions are shown
in Tab. (3.7).
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Figure 3.9: Porosity-diameter and critical diameter distributions of the model for
samples at 14 days and 0.001% of MWCNTs
Table 3.7: Total porosity and critical diameters for samples at 14 days and different
additions of MWCNTs
Porosity (%) Diameter for Total Porosity (µm)
Days MWCNTs % min mean max min mean max
14 0 12.6 20.7 28.7 0.00374 0.00391 0.00417
14 0.001 17.8 21.8 26.4 0.00524 0.00538 0.00553
14 0.005 5.62 15.8 23.7 0.00573 0.0128 0.0279
14 0.05 11.7 16.8 21.7 0.00486 0.00507 0.00529
Critical Diameter (µm)
Days MWCNTs % min mean max
14 0 0.0217 0.0334 0.0451
14 0.001 0.0262 0.0358 0.0476
14 0.005 0.0171 0.0336 0.0523
14 0.05 0.0249 0.0348 0.046
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Figure 3.10: Porosity-diameter and critical diameter distributions of the model for
samples at 28 days and 0.005% of MWCNTs
Table 3.8: Total porosity and critical diameters for samples at 28 days and different
additions of MWCNTs
Porosity (%) Diameter for Total Porosity (µm)
Days MWCNTs % min mean max min mean max
28 0 14.7 17.9 21.4 0.00464 0.0047 0.00476
28 0.001 5.12 14.5 28.6 0.00439 0.00451 0.00482
28 0.005 9.73 16.7 23.2 0.00549 0.00573 0.00597
28 0.05 8.69 20 32.4 0.00643 0.00657 0.00662
Critical Diameter (µm)
Days MWCNTs % min mean max
28 0 0.0215 0.0297 0.0398
28 0.001 0.0242 0.0319 0.0396
28 0.005 0.0203 0.0327 0.0472
28 0.05 0.0246 0.0319 0.0492
The results of the analysis for samples of 28 days and 0.001 % of MWCNTs are
reported in Tab.(3.8). The mean value of total porosity is 14.5% associated to a
minimum pore size between 4.39e-3 µm and 4.82e-3 µm. The mean value of the
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critical diameter was found to be 3.19e-2 µm.
We performed a hypothesis test using the data in each group of curing time
to establish if the mean values of total porosity and critical diameter, considering
their uncertainty, were modified by the addition of MWCNTs. In all cases, the
results indicated that there were not significant differences between the values of total
porosity and critical diameter between the different additions. The results derived
from this analysis consider the uncertainty in the Washburn equation parameters.
In this chapter, we proposed a Bayesian framework to analyze data from mercury
intrusion porosimetry tests. The main advantage of this method is that it incorpo-
rates the uncertainty derived from the variations in the parameters in the Washburn
equation, to obtain the pore size distributions curves.
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Chapter 4
PMCM of the Compressive Strength of cement
paste reinforced with MWCNTs
“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful”
-George Box
In this chapter we discuss the construction of the Probabilistic Multilevel Consti-
tutive Model (PMCM) for nano-reinforced cement paste. The findings in this chapter
are only valid for the MWCNTs specified in Subsec.(2.2.1). Sec.(4.1) and Sec.(4.2)
contain the methodology for data selection, model updating, and model compari-
son of four probabilistic models of compressive strength-porosity. In Sec.(4.4) we
discuss the definition, model updating and validation of a single PMCM which we
used to predict porosity, density and compressive strength as a function of MWCNTs
addition and W/C.
4.1 Data
4.1.1 Criteria for data selection
The experimental data of W/C, MWCNTs addition, porosity, and density were
collected from the literature and from the porosity characterization addressed in
Sec.(2.2) to develop the probabilistic multilevel model of the compressive strength.
Some of the parameters of the cement mixture, like the degree of hydration and
temperature, were not considered in this work as input variables for the model.
The criteria for data selection considered samples of cement type I; classification
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by chemical composition given by the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) [107], and procedures for specimen preparation that did not modify the
composition of the CSH phase.
The curing time had no restrictions when evaluating the models of compressive
strength vs. porosity in Subsec.(4.2). However, curing time was fixed to 28 days for
data used in the construction of the PMCM in Subsec.(4.4). To study an entire range
of porosity, and considering that cast samples do not reach porosities lower than 8
%, we included two procedures of specimen preparation in the experimental data
search. These considered porosities between 1% and 35%. Works reporting data of
porosity and compressive strength for cast and hot pressed samples were used for
subsequent analysis, to inform the models about the possible relationships between
the variables.
Specimens made by pressing
Odler & RoBler [29], measured total porosity for different W/C ratios and degrees
of hydration. The specimens were prepared using a single industrial Portland cement
with the following composition: C3S = 50%, C2S = 26%, C3A = 9%, C4AF = 6%,
free lime 0.9 %, MgO = 1.5%, CaSO4 = 5%. W/C values were reported to vary
between 0.22 and 0.52, and the hydration times between 1/2 and 180 days at a
temperature of 25o. Total water and bound water were measured to estimate samples
porosity; the first one as the ignition loss of the water saturated material, and the
second one after removal of the free water fraction. The methods used by Odler &
RoBler to remove free water were “acetone-ether“ and “D-drying”, thus obtaining









where, WT and WB1 represent the total and bound water, ρw and ρH1 are the water
density and the mass density, after acetone-ether extraction, respectively. The D-





where, ρB and ρH2 represent the bulk and mass density after D-drying. In both
cases, X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was used to establish the presence of the
phases AFt and AFm (ettringite and monosulfate). The results showed that these
were present only for acetone-ether, indicating that P1 was more accurate. We used
values of P1 in our analysis.
Roy & Gouda [108] minimized porosity in hot pressed samples reaching porosity
values lower than 8%. They used two pressure cells for cylindrical specimens with 1/2
inches diameter. The cells were designed to withstand pressures up to 150 ksi and
temperatures up to 400o C. After pressing, they took measurements of compressive
strength and porosity. Moreover, they carried out observations of Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) to monitor the microstructure of the samples. They followed the
hydration process using XRD and tested several commercial cements. However, in
our analysis, we only included the experimental data for ASTM type I.
Specimens made by casting
In a second paper, Odler & RoBler [97] studied the effect of different temper-
atures (25o, 50o, 75o and 100o Celius) in cast specimens. They reported cement
chemical composition, W/C and hydration times of samples tested for porosity and
pore size distribution using Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP). In our proba-
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Figure 4.2: Missing data visualization.
The number on the left indicates the
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Figure 4.3: Nullity by column of exper-
imental data. Top values represent the
total number of data values in each cat-
egory.
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Figure 4.4: Paired data values of compressive strength (fc) vs. W/C; fc vs. % of
MWCNTs ; fc vs. porosity and fc vs density
The data from the aforementioned works, for different curing times, were included
in Subsec.(4.2), but only the ones at 28 days were used in the final PMCM addressed
in Subsec.(4.4). Fig.(4.1) presents the 117 paired values of compressive strength and
porosity collected from the papers mentioned. Tabulated values can be found in
App.(B.1.1).
Measurements of W/C and density (obtained by helium pycnometry) reported
in [108], were also included in our research for the construction of the multilevel
model. The results from porosity characterization of the cement samples reported in
Sec.(2.2) were also included in our work. Considering that not all the experimental
data contains information about all the variables included in the PMCM, we are
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dealing with an incomplete set of data. All the data collected for this analysis is
presented in App.(B). In Fig.(4.2) and Fig.(4.3) we summarizes the complete dataset
using the missing data visualization package MISSINGNO [109].
Fig.(4.4) and Fig.(4.5) are paired plots of all the data collected. Fig.(4.5) shows
multiple values of porosity for the same value of W/C, which indicates significant
variability in the experimental data. Sources of variation were discussed in Sec.(1).
We highlight the lack of experimental data relating different properties to the addi-
tion of MWCNTs.
4.2 Probabilistic Analysis of Compressive Strength - Porosity
models of OPC
Different models of the relation between compressive strength and porosity were
presented in Subsec.(1.2.1). This section discusses the results of comparing four of
these models from a probabilistic perspective, and the most probable model was
included in the development of the PMCM.
The models selected for comparison are presented in Tab.(1.1), from Eq.(1.2)
to Eq.(1.5). We used Bayesian theory to obtain posterior distributions of model pa-
rameters, following the methodology presented in Sec.(2) and using the experimental
data provided in Fig.(4.1). Data values were randomly divided in three groups; the
first group of experimental values was used to inform the priors in Bayesian analysis
(Sec.(2.1.1)), the second group was used for model updating (Sec.(2.1)), and the
third group was used for the posterior predictive check explain in Sec.(2.1.4).
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Figure 4.5: Paired data values of Porosity vs. W/C ratio and Porosity vs. % of MWCNTs













































Figure 4.6: Paired data values of Density vs. W/C ; Density vs. % of MWCNTs and Density vs. Porosity
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Table 4.1: Prior of model parameters. Ryshkevitch and Duckworth model Eq.(1.2)
[23, 24], Schiller’s model Eq.(1.3) [25], Hasselmann’s model Eq.(1.4) [27] and Bal-
shin’s model Eq.(1.5) [28]. Exp is Exponential Distribution with mean (1/λ).
P [1-31]% P [8-31]%
Ryshkevitch-Duckworth: M1
fc0 ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(1.59e− 3) Exp(4.60e− 3)
Kr ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(6.50e− 2) Exp(12.9e− 2)
Schiller: M2
Ks ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(5.40e− 3) Exp(1.19e− 2)
Po ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(4.35) Exp(2.94)
Hasselmann: M3
fc0 ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(2.70− 3) Exp(5.80e− 3)
Kh ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(5.90e− 4) Exp(1.53e− 3)
Balshin: M4
fc0 ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(1.64e− 3) Exp(4.90e− 3)
n ∼ Exp(λ) Exp(7.0e− 2) Exp(14.9e− 2)
The parameters in each model were fitted to the first group of experimental data,
using Non-Linear Squared Error. The fitting values were used as second constraints
in the definition of the prior distributions, following the principle of maximum en-
tropy described in detail in Subsec.(2.1.1). Using this approach we found that the
prior PDFs, for all the parameters in each model, are exponential distributions, as
presented in Tab.(4.1). Here fco represents the intrinsic strength, P0 is the porosity
where the strength vanishes and the other parameters are empirical constants.
The likelihood function was assumed as a Gaussian distribution given by Eq.(4.3),
where the standard deviation of the likelihood σl is unknown and considered a free
parameter. Here f̂c,i(ΘMI) is the predicted compressive strength as a function of
the parameters Θ, the model M and the information I. Finally, fc,i represents the
i− th experimental data value, and n is the number of observations.
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Figure 4.7: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF), Ryshkevitch-Duckworth model













The prior distribution for the likelihood’s standard deviation (σl) was formulated
using the first group of experimental data, minimizing the Mean Square Error (MSE)
between the observations and the analytical values. The inverse gamma distribution
was defined as the prior distribution for σl, with σl ∼ InvGamma(α = 10, β =
min(MSE[fc,i − f̂c,i])).
In order to obtain a reasonable approximation of the posterior density distribu-
tion, we used a total of 105 samples generated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
algorithms (Subsec.(2.1.2)). The number of samples was obtained from the con-
vergence analysis, using variances from multiple sequences (see Subsec.(2.1.3)). In
Fig.(4.7) we show the convergence of the PSRF factor obtained for Ryshkevitch-
Duckworth model’ parameters in Eq.(1.2), in a range of [1-31]% of porosity. Similar
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σl 1e2
Figure 4.8: Posterior distributions of parameters in Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s model.
fc0: intrinsic strength, Kr: empirical constant, and σl: standard deviation of the
likelihood function. Porosity range [1-31]%.
4.2.1 Model updating and validation
Range of Porosity [1-31]%
The posterior distributions of the parameters of the Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s
model are presented in Fig.(4.8). The grid shows the marginal distributions of the
model parameters in the diagonal, and bivariate distributions between parameters in
the other parts of the grid. These results indicate that there is a strong correlation
between the parameter fc0 and Kr. These results make sense considering that the
empirical constant Kr is summarizing the effect of the admixture, the curing process,
the testing conditions, and the age of the cement paste at the time of the test, among
others. These factors are controlling the final strength of the material, as a proportion
of the intrinsic strength. On the other hand, the σl does not have correlation with
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Figure 4.9: 95% HPD for Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s model. Porosity range [1-31]%.
the rest of parameters analyzed.
The 95% Highest Posterior Density (HPD) is shown in Fig.(4.9), which represents
the interval enclosing the most likely values of the compressive strength prediction.
The experimental data presented inside the interval belongs to the third group of
experimental values. The results show that most of the experimental data is within
the 95% HPD interval, indicating that the probabilistic model represents the exper-
imental data and can reproduce the material behavior to a certain extent. However,
one can observe some few data points outside the interval for low values of porosity.
In Fig.(4.10) we show the results for the parameters in the logarithmic model
proposed by Schiller. The paired grid shows a correlation between the critical poros-
ity Po and the empirical constant Ks. The Markov chain indicates a cut off point
related to the maximum value of the experimental porosity analyzed.
The logarithmic model has a limitation associated with the value of critical poros-
ity, where the strength vanishes. Any value of porosity lower than the maximum ex-
perimental value analyzed, would result in a negative value of compressive strength
according to the model. Thus, a restriction of no negatives values of compressive
strength was included into the analysis, by setting the posterior probability to zero
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Figure 4.10: Posterior distributions of parameters in Schiller’s model Eq.(1.6). Ks:
empirical constant, P0:porosity at zero strength and σl: standard deviation of the
likelihood function. Porosity range [1-31]%.
with the other parameters. The posterior predictive check is shown in Fig.(4.11),
and indicates that the third group of data values is within the 95% HPD interval,
although having more uncertainty in the predictive values of compressive strength,
in qualitative comparison with the first model. This is, the range of predicted values
of compressive strength for a particular value of porosity is larger.
Posterior distributions of the parameters of the model, proposed by Hasselmann,
are shown in Fig.(4.12), which indicate a correlation between parameters Kh and fc0.
Considering that the empirical constantKh is representing the effects of the pore size,
pore shape and pore distribution in the matrix, such correlation make sense from a
mechanical point of view. Such factor is expected to influence the intrinsic strength
of the material and the final strength.
A posterior predictive check shows that the experimental data is within the 95%
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Figure 4.11: 95% HPD for Schiller’s model. Porosity range [1-31]%.
HPD interval, however, the probabilistic model has the highest uncertainty of all
models. A feasible explanation is that the linear model proposed by Hasselmann,
was built for a range of practical values of porosity (≥ 8%). Nevertheless, with
the addition of new experimental data (porosity lower than 8%), the mathematical
model does not represent the material behavior.
Results of Balshin’s model are presented in the Fig.(4.14). The paired grid shows
a positive correlation between parameters fc0 and n. Analyzing the factor (1 − P )
in Balshin’s model, it can be observed that it represents the percentage of volume
after removing the pores. When this factor is close to 1, the porosity is low and
the material is denser, which increases the strength. In a porous sample, the factor
becomes small and reduces the strength prediction. The 95% HPD interval contains
the experimental data of the third group, and the uncertainty of the predictions of
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Figure 4.12: Posterior distributions of parameters in Hasselmann’s model Eq.(1.7).
fc0: intrinsic strength, Kh: empirical constant, and σl: standard deviation of the
likelihood function.Porosity range [1-31]%.
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Figure 4.14: Posterior distributions of parameters in Balshin’s model Eq.(1.8). fc0:
intrinsic strength, n: empirical constant, and σl: standard deviation of the likelihood
function. Porosity range [1-31]%.


















Figure 4.15: 95% HPD for Balshin’s model. Porosity range [1-31]%.
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Range of Porosity [8-31]%
The updating and validation process were repeated with data of porosity be-
tween 8% and 31%. Most of the data in this range, corresponds to cement paste
specimens made by casting. In Fig.(4.17) and Fig.(4.18), we show the results of the
posterior predictive check, carried out after updating the Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s
and Schiller’s models in the range of porosity specified. These results show, in both
cases, that the gray band of the 95% HPD interval is less disperse around the ex-
perimental values of the third group. This indicates less uncertainty compared to
the probabilistic model developed for the entire range of porosity. The correlation
between parameters fc0 and Kr in Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s model was found to be
similar to the one obtained in the first range of porosity with higher probability areas
around different values of the parameters Fig.(4.16).
Hasselmann’s model, that was proposed to fit experimental data in a linear fash-
ion, encloses all the experimental values for validation as shown in Fig.(4.21). The
posterior distribution around the experimental values is less disperse that the one
obtained for the first range. However, the correlation between parameters fc0 and
Kh is maintained when compared with the analysis of the entire range of porosity
Fig.(4.20).
Posterior predictions for Balshin’s model also indicate less dispersion compared
to the entire range of porosity. In Fig.(4.23) we show the prediction interval and the
experimental data for validation. Also, in Fig.(4.22) we show the strong correlation
between parameters fc0 and n, similar to the one obtained in the first analysis with
porosities between 1 and 31%, which indicates the parameters correlations regardless
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Figure 4.16: Posterior distributions of parameters in Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s
model. fc0 as the intrinsic strength, Kr as an empirical constant, and σl as the
standard deviation of the likelihood function of the model updating process. Poros-
ity range [8-31]%.
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Figure 4.18: Posterior distributions of the parameters in Schiller’s model. In this
model, Ks is an empirical constant, P0 is the porosity at zero strength and σl is the
standard deviation of the likelihood function.
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Figure 4.20: Posterior distributions of parameters in Hasselmann’s model. Here fc0
is the intrinsic strength, Kh is an empirical constant, and σl is the standard deviation
of the likelihood function.
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Figure 4.22: Posterior distributions of parameters in Balshin’s model. The intrinsic
strength is denoted as fc0, n is an empirical constant, and σl is the standard deviation
of the likelihood function.


















Figure 4.23: 95% HPDI for Balshin’s model. Porosity range [8-31]%.
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Table 4.2: Jeffreys’ scale for interpretation of Bayes factor, expressed as the ratio
P (x|MjI)/P (x|MkI).
Bayes Factor (K) Evidence for Mj
< 1 Negative (Supports Mk) [N]
1 to 3 Barely worth mentioning [BM]
3 to 20 Positive [P]
20 to 150 Strong [S]
> 150 Very strong [VS]
Probabilistic Comparison of Compressive strength-Porosity models
When several models are “competing”, model comparison allows to analyze the
relative probabilities given the prior information available. The most probable model
is the one that reaches an optimum balance between the quality of the fit with
the experimental data, and the quality of prediction. We compared the analyzed
compressive strength models, for each range of porosity, following the methodology
explained in Subsec.(2.1). In Tab.(4.3) and Tab.(4.4) we present the matrices of ratios
between models and their classification for each range of porosity, using Jeffreys’ scale
(see Tab.(4.2)).
The four models compared have the same number of parameters, showing an
equality in complexity. The results obtained for the first range of porosity, indicate
that the ratio between marginal likelihoods for M1 and M2 supports model M1.
Following Jeffry’s scale, the evidence barely worth to be mentioned. Comparing M1
andM3 the evidence strongly supportsM1. On the other hand, the evidence between
M1 andM4 strongly indicates thatM4 is more probable thanM1. In this case, model
M4 is the most probable between all models.
The results for the second range of porosity, indicate that the model with higher
probability is also M4. However, the evidence is not strong enough to discard the
other models. In this case we could say that all models fit very well with the exper-
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imental data, for this range of porosity.
Table 4.3: Comparison matrix using Jeffreys’ scale in the range of porosity[1-31]%:
M1: Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s model, M2: Schiller’s model, M3: Hasselmann’s
model, M4: Balshin’s model.
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Table 4.4: Comparison matrix using Jeffreys’ scale in the range of porosity [8-31]%












(Sup. M4) (Sup. M4) (Sup. M4)
Results of the model updating procedure, and their respective posterior predic-
tive checks and comparison, showed that the four models fitted well with the exper-
imental data for the first range of porosity. However, Schiller’s, Hasselmann’s and
Ryshkevitch-Duckworth’s models, showed more significant uncertainty around the
experimental data in comparison with Balshin’s model. The potential model seems
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to be the most suitable to predict the compressive strength given a percentage of
total porosity for a range between 1% and 30%.
In the second range of porosity [8-30]%, the results showed more considerable
differences in uncertainty. All models in this range seem to fit well enough with
the experimental data. However, the matrix of Bayes factors indicate that the most
probable model is still the potential model proposed by Balshin. We used Balshin’s
model in the construction of the PMCM addressed in Sec.(4.4).
4.3 Multilevel Modeling
Multilevel modeling is a technique to model complex patterns of variability. Sev-
eral works on the subject can be found in the literature, mostly in educational and
demographic data [110–114]. Commonly, in multilevel models, one can find nested
sources of variability [110], therefore it becomes necessary to consider the variabil-
ity associated with each level of nesting. In multilevel models, random variables are
used to incorporate the variation between different groups, and by assuming that the
random effect come from the same distribution, one can share information between
the different levels. This feature is an advantage of multilevel models because it can
improve the precision of the predictions for groups that have little data [111].
Gelman & Hill [115] give various examples of multilevel models. The motivations
to develop these models, is to have the opportunity to use all the data available to
perform inferences in groups with small samples, achieve an efficient inference in the
regression parameters, and include predictors in different levels of the model.
The experimental data collected in Subsec.(4.1.1) has a clustered structure, where
the measured variables can be linked through a regression analysis. The different
variables also represent different groups and separate regressions; however, the vari-
ables in each level are also related. The purpose of this multilevel model is to use
the variability of the data in each level of regression and simultaneously analyze all
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Table 4.5: PMCM model. Red variables represent the input values of the model;
blue letters represent all parameters to be update; green variables are predictions of
input parameters.
P1 = O(w/c) +Q P = W8 ∗ P1 +W9 ∗ P2P1 = −S(mwcnts%) + T
D1 = −U(P ) + V
D = W10 ∗D1 +W11 ∗D2 +W12 ∗D3D2 = −W (W/C) +X
D3 = −Y (mwcnts%) + Z
fc1 = fc0(1− P )n
fc = W13 ∗ fc1 +W14 ∗ fc2 +W15 ∗ fc3 +W16 ∗ fc4
fc2 = L(D)−M
fc3 = K exp (−N ∗ w/c)
fc4 = −I(mwcnts%) + J
the levels associated.
4.4 PMCM
A Probabilistic Multilevel Constitutive Model of the compressive strength in-
corporating W/C, the addition of MWCNTs, density, and porosity, was developed
using the experimental data presented in Subsec.(4.1.1). The proposed model fol-
lows a multilevel organization where predictions of sub-models are included in the
construction of the final PMCM of the compressive strength. In Fig.(4.24) we show
the diagram of the multilevel model, composed of different sub-models or group-
levels. The first level of the model is composed of two mathematical expressions
with independent porosity predictions, as a function of W/C and MWCNTs addi-
tion, independently. Both expressions are then combined in a single prediction of
porosity using the weighted average of the expressions P1 and P2, thus obtaining
P = W8 ∗ P1 +W9 ∗ P2.
The second level of the model is composed of three mathematical expressions
as independent predictions of density with input variables W/C and MWCNTs %.
Additionally, porosity prediction from the level one is included as a variable in an
independent prediction of density. All three expressions are combined as one predic-
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tion of density using the weighted average of the expressions D1, D2 and D3, which
gives D = W10D1 +W11 ∗D2 +W12 ∗D3.
The third and last level of the probabilistic model is composed of four indepen-
dent mathematical expressions, which predict compressive strength. The first and
second expressions depend on the input variables W/C and MWCNTs addition. The
third one is a function of the porosity obtained from the first level, and the fourth
expression is a function of the resulting density prediction of the second level of the
model. All four expressions are combined in one single prediction of compressive
strength (fc) using the weighted average of the expressions fc1, fc2, fc3 and fc4,
thus obtaining fc = W13fc1 +W14 ∗ fc2 +W15 ∗ fc3 +W16 ∗ fc4.
This probabilistic multilevel model was developed from the formulation of the
Bayesian theory. Similar to the previous section, the experimental data of W/C,
MWCNTs addition, porosity, and density were divided into three groups. The first
group was used to define the sub-models and constraints of the prior PDFs of the
parameters, using the principle of maximum entropy discussed in previous sections.
The prior distributions for each one of the parameters in blue, are presented in
Tab.(4.6). Here, σ3, σ7 and σ12 represent the standard deviation of the likelihood
function for porosity, density and compressive strength, respectively. In all cases the
standard deviation is given by
σ ∼ InvGamma(α = 10, β = min(MSE[Θi − Θ̂i])) (4.4)
The second group of experimental data was used for Bayesian model updat-
ing. Sets of data containing complete relationships between [W/C, MWCNTS %,
porosity], [W/C, MWCNTS %, porosity, density] and [W/C, MWCNTS %, porosity,
density, fc], were used in the updating of porosity, density and compressive strength








P2 = −S(mwcnts%) + T
Porosity % (P)
P = W8(P1) + W9(P2)
D2 = −W (wc ) +X D3 = −Y (mwcnts%) + Z
D1 = −U(P ) + V
Density (g/cm3) (D)
D = W10(D1) + W11(D2) + W12(D3)
fc1 = fc0(1− P )n fc2 = L(D)−M
fc3 = K exp−(N ∗ wc ) fc4 = −I(mwcnts%) + J
fc (MPa)
fc = W13(fc1) + W14(fc2) + W15(fc3) + W16(fc4)
1Figure 4.24: Group-levels of the Probabilistic Multilevel Constitutive Model of the
compressive strength.
was used to provided information on all the relations analyzed, by using different
subsets in each group-level. This approach allowed us to use all the experimental
data available.
The posterior probability distributions were obtained for each of the model pa-
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W8 Uniform(a, b) Uniform(0., 1.0)







W10 Uniform(a, b) Uniform(0., 1.0)
W11 Uniform(a, b) Uniform(0., 1.0)









W13 Uniform(a, b) Uniform(0., 1.0)
W14 Uniform(a, b) Uniform(0., 1.0)
W15 Uniform(a, b) Uniform(0., 1.0)
σ12 InvGamma(α, β) InvGamma(10,5)
rameters using 7e5 MCMC samples. This number was taken from the convergence
diagnostic using variances from multiple sequences discussed in Subsec.(2.1.3). The
convergence analysis presented in Fig.(4.25) indicates that the PSRF stabilization
was reached, for all the parameters. Additionally, the sum of the weights was con-
strained to 1, in all the sub-models. This means that W9 = 1.0 − W8, similarly,
W12 = 1.0− (W10 +W11) and W16 = 1.0− (W14 +W15 +W16).
Considering that the input variables in this probabilistic model are W/C and
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Figure 4.25: Convergence analysis of the Markov Chains in the PMCM of the com-
pressive strength of cement paste.
















MWCNTs addition, the prediction of porosity, density, and compressive strength
distributions, was made in specific paired values of W/C and MWCNTs %. The
reason for this is that in these points, there is available experimental data to check
the model’ goodness of fit. The combinations are presented in Tab.(4.7).
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4.4.1 Results
After updating the model, we obtained posterior distributions of model param-
eters. In Fig.(4.26) we present some of the parameters’ posterior distributions that
indicate correlations. Posterior distributions for the rest of the parameters can be
found in App.(C.1). Note that, clear correlations can be identified for parameters O
andQ in Fig.(4.26), which describe the porosity prediction P1 in Fig.(4.24) depending
on W/C. This result indicates that the proportion of W/C ratio has significant effect
on the prediction of porosity. This correlation is also affected by the weight W8 in
the porosity sub-model. The posterior distribution of the parameter W8, shows that
areas of greater probabilities are concentrated in values close to 1.0 Fig.(C.1). This
indicates that in the prediction of porosity, the mathematical expression depending
on W/C controls the prediction, while the one depending on MWCNTS addition
does not have a relevant effect.
The plots of the posterior distributions of parameters O and Q from P1 and
parameter U from D1, also show a correlation. If we take into consideration that O
and Q are affecting the proportion of W/C, and that U is affecting porosity as well,
it is expected that the two parameters will be related, given that the proportion of
W/C will modify the porosity of the OPC samples.
The results of the parameters W and X from D2 in Fig.(4.27) also show a cor-
relation. From the mathematical expression of D2, we can establish that the result
is indicating that the proportion of W/C is considerably affecting the prediction of
density. From physical arguments, we know that an increase in the water proportion
increases sample porosity, which results in a decrease in density.
Similar to the results presented in Sec.(4.2), for Balshin’s model, the parameters
fc0 and n are consistently showing a strong correlation. The explanation for this
result, as it was discussed in the previous section, relies on the proportion of the
term (1 − P )n. For small values of porosity, the term increases with n, increasing
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values of total strength.
Posterior distributions of the weights W10 and W11 in Fig.(C.2), show that in the
sub-model D, none of the two mathematical expressions, one depending on W/C
and the other as a function of porosity, has a predominant role compared to the
other one. Note that if we consider the result obtained for the parameter W8, the



































Figure 4.26: Posterior distributions of parameters O, Q, S, U in the PMCM. MCMC
with 7e5 samples
The results obtained for the parameters W13, W14 and W15 in the compressive
strength model (fc), are presented in Fig.(C.4). The area of high probability of the
distribution for W13 is concentrated in values between 0.9 and 1.0, which implies
that the porosity is the variable that controls the compressive strength prediction.
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Figure 4.27: Posterior distributions of parameters V , X,W , fc0 and n in the PMCM.
MCMC with 7e5 samples
The results are consistently showing that the mathematical expressions depending
on the addition of MWCNTs do not affect porosity, density or compressive strength.
However, is widely recognized in the literature that the addition of CNTs has the
effect of increasing compressive strength. The results in this model do not reflect that
behavior for the following reason; the experimental data used in this process does
not contain information that indicates an increase in strength with the addition of
CNTs. The experimental data used for additions between 0% and 0.05% maintains
the compressive strength values between 40 MPa and 56 MPa. Note that these values
are within the variability of the prediction.
The distributions of the predicted porosity, density and compressive strength were




















































































































Figure 4.28: Checking of the predicted porosity distribution for W/C and MWCNTs
% relationships using the third group of experimental values.
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the distributions of porosity for input values of W/C and addition of MWCNTs. The
red lines in each of the distributions represent the Bayes indicator, or mean of the
distribution, while the red band indicates the 95%HPD interval. The cyan lines, in
each of the distributions, are indicating the experimental data from the third group
of experimental values for validation.
From a qualitative assessment, the experimental values in all of the distributions
are located inside the model predictive distribution of porosity, which verifies the
model capacity to fit the set of observations. From these porosity distributions, one
can notice that for higher values of W/C ratio, such as W/C = 0.42, 0.47, and 0.5,
greater mean values of porosity were obtained. In principle, these results of porosity
are unaffected by the percentage of addition of MWCNTs. A reduction in W/C is
also followed by a reduction in porosity as expected.
The predictions of porosity providing different values of the W/C compared to
the ones tabulated in Tab.(4.7), and with W/C as the single input variable are shown
in the first plot in Fig.(4.29). In this case, an integration of the different possible
values of the addition of MWCNTs was included. This is necessary because the
model was developed to evaluate both inputs, and the prediction of the porosity
distribution must consider all the uncertainty induced by different percentages of
addition. Similarly for the prediction using MWCNTS addition, where all possible
values of W/C were integrated.
Density distributions of paired values of W/C and MWCNTs were also obtained.
In Fig.(4.30) we show the validation of the sub model using the third group of
experimental data. The results show that the model does represent the experimental
data in most of the density distributions presented. The data used for checking is in
most cases inside the 95%HPD interval.
From these results it can be observed that for small values of W/C, density distri-
butions are concentrated in higher values of density. These results are in agreement
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Figure 4.29: Prediction of porosity for different W/C and MWCNTs% values
with the previous results of porosity, that showed greater values of porosity related
to higher values of W/C. From the plots, we also notice that different additions of
MWCNTs with the same W/C, in this case W/C = 0.5, has a negligible effect in the
density.
As it was shown in Fig.(4.24), the density sub-model is also a function of the
porosity. The results for porosity, and paired values of W/C and MWCNTs, are
presented in Fig.(4.31). Similar plots for other paired values of W/C and MWCNTs
addition can be found in App.(C.2). The experimental data from the third group
was used to check the results in density, as well as porosity, in this case relating four



































































Figure 4.30: Checking of the predicted Density distribution with W/C and MWCNTs
% relationships using the third group of experimental values.
Some of the plots in App.(C.5) and App.(C.5) do not contain experimental values
for validation. The reason for this is that there are not values of porosity and density
for the inputs values of W/C and MWCNTs, considering that we do not have a
complete set of data.
The plots in Fig.(4.31) show that the areas of higher probability, for the different
W/C and MWCNTs % values, enclose the experimental data values of porosity and
density. This indicates that the model predictions fit very well with the observations
of the four variables. The plots for W/C = 0.5 clearly show that the addition of
MWCNTs affects neither porosity nor density.
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MWCNTs = 0.0Exp. data














MWCNTs = 0.0Exp. data














MWCNTs = 0.0Exp. data














MWCNTs = 0.001Exp. data














MWCNTs = 0.005Exp. data














MWCNTs = 0.05Exp. data
Figure 4.31: Checking of the predicted density and porosity distributions with W/C
and MWCNTs % relationships, using the third group of experimental values.
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Figure 4.32: Prediction of density for different W/c and MWCNTs% values
In order to obtain a prediction in density, using a single value of W/C or a single
value of addition of MWCNTs %, we integrated the dimension that corresponds to
the other input variable. In this way, all the assumptions about the possible addition
were included in the variability of the prediction. In Fig.(4.32) we show the band of
density prediction depending on W/C and MWCNTs addition. The porosity has a
more prominent variation for different W/C values in the different credible intervals.
On the other hand, MWCNTs addition does not show a difference in any of the
credible intervals presented.
The last level of the PMCM is the compressive strength, which is a function of
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W/C, MWCNTS addition, porosity, and density. In Fig.(4.33) we show the com-
pressive strength distributions obtained from the model updating, using paired input
values of W/C and MWCNTs addition. These distributions were checked using the
experimental data of the third group. These results indicate that areas of higher
probability are associated with lower values of W/C. Such outcome is related to the
porosity and density results, where for lower values of W/C, we obtained predictions
of lower porosity and greater density. It is important to highlight about these results,
that the values of compressive strength greater than 100 MPa are related to the hot
pressed samples, which means lower porosity values.
As it was mentioned before, the addition of MWCNTs does not show an increase
in strength. This indicates that the evidence used to inform the model does not
follow such behavior. Note that the experimental data of compressive strength and
addition of MWCNTs, is within the variability of the prediction in our model.
The compressive strength model is composed by four independent predictions,
as a function of W/C, MWCNTs addition, porosity, and density. This means that
for each input paired values of W/C and MWCNTs, distributions of compressive
strength, porosity and density are obtained. In Fig.(4.35) we show the predicted
distributions for the variables mentioned above. Similar plots for other paired values
of W/C and MWCNTs% can be found in App.(C.2.1). The experimental values of
the third group were also used for the checking of the resulting distributions, and
are located inside the areas of higher probability for all the variables. This indicates
that the model fits very well with the experimental data.
From the plots, it can also be inferred that with lower values of W/C, lower values
of porosity and higher values of density and compressive strength are achieved. In
all cases, the addition of MWCNTs is not affecting the prediction. This prediction
also represents the experimental data.

































































































































Figure 4.33: Checking of the predicted fc distribution with W/C and MWCNTs %
relationships, using the third group of experimental values.
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Figure 4.34: Prediction of the compressive strength for different W/C and MWC-
NTs% values
pressive strength, using W/C as the single input, the results in all the intervals show
that the variation of compressive strength depending on W/C is higher, compared to
the prediction using MWCNTs addition. In Fig.(4.34) we show the different credible
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Figure 4.35: Checking of predicted compressive strength with W/C, MWCNTs %, porosity and density relationships, using the
third group of experimental values.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions & Future Work
“Even if a scientific model, like a car, has only a few years
to run before it is discarded, it serves its purpose for
getting from one place to another. ”
-David L. Wingate
5.1 Conclusions
We proposed a Bayesian framework to analyze MIP data. The purpose of this
analysis was to incorporate the effect on the results caused by different assumptions
in pore shape, contact angle, and surface tension. The parameters mentioned have
proved to modify the results of pore size and cumulative porosity, which has been
a disadvantage in the literature when comparing similar materials. The proposed
framework allowed to obtain distributions for the predictive total porosity values
in a specific range of pore diameter. The critical diameter in the material was
also obtained from the derivative of the pore size distribution curves, providing a
distribution of the critical diameter. Additionally, we formulated a probabilistic
polynomial model to analyzed MIP datasets.
The Bayesian framework for MIP results was tested in experimental data of ce-
ment paste samples at 7, 14 and 28 days with different percentages of MWCNTs
addition. The results obtained using this analysis showed that the distributions of
porosity, between the various additions, were not significantly different, considering
the variability in the assumptions. However, the results indicate that both porosity
and critical diameter were reduced with the increase of curing time.
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Four models proposed in the literature for the prediction of the compressive
strength using the total porosity were updated and compared using a probabilistic
framework. In this analysis, the prediction of the compressive strength was inde-
pendent of the time at what the porosity was measured. The results of the analysis
indicate that the potential model proposed by Balshin is the most probable model
to predict the compressive strength using a value of total porosity.
Several works in the literature have proposed different models to predict the
compressive strength of cement-based and ceramic materials. The predictions of
this models cannot provide a measure of the uncertainty in the prediction of the
mechanical property. In this research, we used a Bayesian framework to integrate
prior knowledge and side information to estimate the uncertainty in these predictions.
In cement paste research, porosity, MWCNTs addition, W/C and density have a
substantial effect on the compressive strength of cement paste samples. The model
we proposed in this research was able to incorporate all these variables in one single
multilevel model for prediction. In our model, different parameters were described
as group-level predictors, with their own variance, combine in a single model using
varying coefficients.
The PMCM has two input variables, namely, W/C and MWCNTs addition; while
porosity, density, and compressive strength represent the different level predictors of
the model. We evaluated the different group-levels using an independent set of
experimental values. The results indicate that the multilevel model fits very well
with the experimental data and can predict the different properties simultaneously,
and also provide a measure of the uncertainty in each level predictor.
The different porosity, density, and compressive strength distributions obtained
from the PMCM show that the W/C is the most influential variable. The various
additions of MWCNTs did not affect the variations of these properties. However, is
important to highlight that the experimental data used to inform the model came
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from different testing procedures, and the data relating MWCNTs addition with the
different properties was considerably less than the data used for W/C.
5.2 Future Work
The multilevel model presented in this research was developed for the specific
variables W/C, MWCNTs, porosity, density, and compressive strength. The curing
time, which has proved to have a significant effect in porosity, density, and compres-
sive strength, was fixed to 28 days. In future analysis, the curing time should be
included as an input variable for prediction, allowing the model to provide a predic-
tion in different curing times. Surely, multiples works in the literature have explored
the variation of these variables in different curing times, so the experimental data to
inform the model can be expanded.
In this work, hot pressed samples were included to analyze a range of total poros-
ity values between 1% and 31 %. However, we consider that a future model should
focus on a single preparation procedure, to narrow the prediction to practical values
of porosity, and also to reduce the uncertainty of the predicted properties.
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Appendix A
Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP)
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A.1 Pore-size distribution curves
Table A.1: Weight and density of 7 days samples for MIP test. Piece-(%MWCNTs)-
(Days)-(Samples number)
Sample ID Weight(g) Bulk Density (g/cc) Bulk Volume (cc)
P-0-7-1 0.370 2.33 0.159
P-0-7-2 0.0815 2.49 0.0327
P-0-7-3 0.164 2.39 0.0687
P-0-7-4 0.130 2.41 0.0540
P-0-7-5 0.0860 2.42 0.0355
P-0.001-7-1 0.112 2.38 0.0469
P-0.001-7-3 0.205 2.39 0.0860
P-0.005-7-1 0.414 2.31 0.179
P-0.005-7-2 0.317 2.37 0.134
P-0.005-7-3 0.232 2.38 0.0974
P-0.05-7-1 0.231 2.34 0.0986
P-0.05-7-2 0.246 2.31 0.106
P-0.05-7-3 0.373 2.32 0.161





































Figure A.1: Intruded Volume vs Pressure for samples at 7 days (Data from Pore-
Master)
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Figure A.2: Normalized Intruded Volume of Mercury vs Pore size distribution for
samples at 7 days
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Figure A.3: Porosity vs Pore size distribution for samples of 7 days
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Table A.2: Weight and density of 14 days samples for MIP test. Piece-(%MWCNTs)-
(Days)-(Samples number)
Sample ID Weightc(g) Bulk Density (g/cc) Bulk Volume (cc)
P-0-14-1 0.282 2.34 0.121
P-0-14-2 0.131 2.33 0.059
P-0-14-3 0.242 2.20 0.110
P-0-14-4 0.197 2.18 0.0900
P-0-14-5 0.323 2.15 0.151
P-0.001-14-1 0.230 2.16 0.107
P-0.001-14-2 0.266 2.20 0.121
P-0.001-14-3 0.167 2.17 0.0772
P-0.001-14-4 0.198 2.38 0.0844
P-0.005-14-1 0.428 2.03 0.210
P-0.005-14-2 0.242 2.03 0.119
P-0.005-14-3 0.211 2.23 0.0953
P-0.005-14-4 0.163 2.13 0.0771
P-0.05-14-1 0.407 2.05 0.198
P-0.05-14-2 0.241 2.17 0.111
P-0.05-14-3 0.459 2.11 0.218
P-0.05-14-4 0.460 2.14 0.215












































Figure A.4: Intruded Volume vs Pressure for samples at 14 days (Data from Pore-
Master)
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Figure A.5: Normalized Intruded Volume of Mercury vs Pore size distribution for
samples at 14 days
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Figure A.6: Porosity vs Pore size distribution for samples of 14 days
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A.2 Pycnometer measurements (Bulk Density)
Table A.3: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 7 days and 0% of MWCNTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































Table A.4: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 7 days and 0.001% of MWCNTs
No Sample ID Density Mean and STD





















Table A.5: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 7 days and 0.005% of MWCNTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD






















Table A.6: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 7 days and 0.05% of MWCNTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD






















Table A.7: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 14 days and 0% of MWCNTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD

































Table A.8: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 14 days and 0.001% of MWC-
NTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































Table A.9: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 14 days and 0.005% of MWC-
NTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































Table A.10: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 14 days and 0.05% of MWC-
NTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































Table A.11: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 28 days and 0% of MWCNTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































Table A.12: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 28 days and 0.001% of MWC-
NTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































Table A.13: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 28 days and 0.005% of MWC-
NTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































Table A.14: Pycnometer measurements for samples at 28 days and 0.05% of MWC-
NTs
No Density Readings (g/cm3) Density Mean and STD




































A.3 Convergence diagnostic of MIP polynomial models
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Figure A.7: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 1 and n = 3
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Figure A.8: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 4 and n = 5
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Figure A.9: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 6 and n = 7
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Figure A.10: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 8 and n = 9
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Figure A.11: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 11 and n =
12
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A.4 Marginal likelihood integration of polynomial models
































Figure A.12: Convergence diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 2 & n = 3
































Figure A.13: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 4 & n = 6
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Figure A.14: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 7 & n = 8































Figure A.15: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 9 & n = 10
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Figure A.16: Convergence Diagnostic for Polynomial models with n = 11 & n = 12
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Appendix B
Experimental data and convergence diagnostic
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B.1 Experimental data
B.1.1 Experimental data for samples at any time
Table B.1: Experimental data collected used in compressive strength-porosity models
Sec.(4.2)
[97] [108] [29]
f’c (MPa) P(%) f’c (MPa) P(%) f’c (MPa) P(%)
35.0 19.6 29.4 15.5 35.0 19.6
19.0 22.3 34.6 19.2 30.0 20.5
58.0 15.7 51.3 17.4 26.0 21.2
45.0 19.4 149 10.5 19.0 22.3
4.00 22.3 234 10.0 18.0 22.6
102 8.00 399 2.51 4.00 26.4
112 11.0 326 5.69 0.00 28.1
105 7.50 363 5.24 39.0 18.9
45.0 19.6 373 4.83 38.0 18.9
30.0 20.6 414 4.21 40.5 18.9
11.0 26.6 219 6.07 23.0 19.7
68.0 14.8 234 6.07 25.0 21.1
53.0 18.2 279 6.09 5.50 25.7
25.0 24.1 393 5.99 2.50 27.9
108 6.20 203 5.49 58.0 15.7
98.0 8.20 257 5.34 75.0 17.6
91.0 9.70 339 3.91 53.5 19.1
36.0 20.1 412 2.5 45.0 19.4
50.0 18.3 430 2.17 33.0 19.6
26.0 25.8 470 2.12 13.5 20.8
72.0 15.6 655 2.13 4.00 22.3
70.0 20.4 308 5.97 102.5 15.6
25.0 26.9 290 7.02 92.5 16.1
92.0 9.60 341 6.78 86.5 16.1
73.0 12.7 166 6.4 70.0 18.2
34.0 22.6 259 5.08 48.0 20.7
55.0 21.1 392 2.84 15.0 20.0
40.0 23.0 463 2.46 5.00 21.3
17.5 27.8 302 6.47 101 8.20
71.0 21.2 265 6.25 117 7.90
62.0 26.9 254 6.74 108 7.10
90.0 18.3 163 7.55 108 11.4
57.5 18.9 202 7.44 87.0 15.1
36.0 25.4 212 7.29 71.0 13.3
167 6.7 84.0 11.1
226 6.35 102 8.00
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Table B.2: Experimental data collected used in compressive strength-porosity models
Sec.(4.2)
[108] [29]
f’c (MPa) P(%) f’c (MPa) P(%)






B.1.2 Experimental data for samples at 28 days
Table B.3: Experimental data collected from [108] used in Sec.(4.4)
f’c (MPa) P(%) W/C Density %MWCTNs
51.3 17.4 0.220 2.39 0.0
234 10.0 0.0930 2.67 0.0
399 2.51 0.0930 2.83 0.0
373 4.83 0.0930 2.78 0.0
279 6.09 0.102 2.73 0.0
257 5.34 0.102 2.66 0.0
339 3.91 0.0930 2.82 0.0
470 2.12 0.0930 2.83 0.0
341 6.78 0.102 2.69 0.0
259 5.08 0.102 2.68 0.0
392 2.84 0.0930 2.82 0.0
463 2.46 0.0930 2.84 0.0
302 6.47 0.0930 2.80 0.0
265 6.25 0.0930 2.77 0.0
254 6.74 0.102 2.71 0.0
202 7.44 0.102 2.67 0.0
212 7.29 0.102 2.67 0.0
252 6.22 0.102 2.77 0.0
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Table B.4: Experimental data collected from [29] used in Sec.(4.4)
f’c (MPa) P(%) W/C Density %MWCTNs
101 8.20 0.220 - 0.0
117 7.90 0.270 - 0.0
108 7.10 0.320 - 0.0
108 11.4 0.370 - 0.0
87.0 15.1 0.420 - 0.0
71.0 13.3 0.470 - 0.0
84.0 11.1 0.520 - 0.0
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Table B.5: Experimental data collected from Sec.(2.2) used in Sec.(4.4)
f’c (MPa) P(%) W/C Density %MWCTNs
- 18.7 - 2.28 0.0
- 28.5 - 2.31 0.0
- 19.6 - 2.27 0.0
- 23.6 - 2.37 0.0
- 24.3 - 2.31 0.0500
- 19.5 - 2.30 0.0500
- 19.3 - 2.29 0.0500
- 21.7 - 2.26 0.0500
- 16.0 - 2.21 0.500
- 16.7 - 2.19 0.500
- - - 2.22 0.500
- - - 2.21 0.500
42.2 - 0.500 2.30 0.0
40.9 28.1 0.500 2.39 0.0
42.3 33.6 0.500 2.31 0.0
44.7 25.2 0.500 2.38 0.00100
48.7 36.0 0.500 2.38 0.00100
51.7 23.5 0.500 2.38 0.00100
38.1 34.5 0.500 2.44 0.00500
42.6 21.8 0.500 2.37 0.00500
41.3 27.6 0.500 2.35 0.00500
46.9 25.9 0.500 2.33 0.0500
53.2 24.6 0.500 2.30 0.0500
56.2 29.7 0.500 2.34 0.0500
- 17.3 0.500 2.16 0.0
- 15.3 0.500 2.14 0.0
- 17.2 0.500 2.10 0.0
- 17.9 0.500 2.17 0.0
- 17.1 0.500 2.16 0.0
- - 0.500 2.22 0.00100
- 16.9 0.500 2.24 0.00100
- 20.7 0.500 2.24 0.00100
- 17.3 0.500 2.31 0.00100
- 16.6 0.500 2.25 0.00100
- 16.4 0.500 2.21 0.00500
- 13.5 0.500 2.17 0.00500
- 13.5 0.500 2.16 0.00500
- 16.7 0.500 2.16 0.00500
- 17.1 0.500 2.16 0.00500
- 17.9 0.500 2.17 0.0500
- 13.2 0.500 2.14 0.0500
- 17.8 0.500 2.16 0.0500
- 13.0 0.500 2.17 0.0500
- 22.7 0.500 2.17 0.0500
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B.2 Convergence diagnostic for Markov Chain Monte Carlo
compressive strength - porosity models
B.2.1 Porosity in [1-31]%












Figure B.1: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for all parameters in Schiller
model Eq.(1.3), for a porosity range of [1-31]%.












Figure B.2: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for all parameters in Hasselmann
model Eq.(1.4), for a porosity range of [1-31]%.
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Figure B.3: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for all parameters in Balshin
model Eq.(1.5), for a porosity range of [1-31]%.
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B.2.2 Porosity in [8-31]%












Figure B.4: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for all parameters in
Ryshkevitch-Duckworth model Eq.(1.2), for a porosity range of [8-31]%.












Figure B.5: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for all parameters in Schiller
model Eq.(1.3), for a porosity range of [8-31]%.












Figure B.6: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for all parameters in Hasselmann
model Eq.(1.4), for a porosity range of [8-31]%.
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Figure B.7: Potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for all parameters in Balshin




































































Figure C.1: Posterior distributions for PMCM parameters O, Q, S, U , V , X, W ,



























































Figure C.2: Posterior distributions for PMCM parameters O, Q, S, U , V , X, W ,

































































Figure C.3: Posterior distributions for PMCM parameters O, Q, S, U , V , X, W ,




























Figure C.4: Posterior distributions for PMCM parameters O, Q, S, U , V , X, W ,
fc0 and n. MCMC with 7e5 samples
C.2 Density posterior distributions














MWCNTs = 0.0Exp. data
Figure C.5: Density and Porosity distributions for W/C and MWCNTs % relation-
ships using the third group of experimental values.
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2.0 2.3 2.5 2.8
Figure C.6: Checking of predicted Compressive strength for W/C, MWCNTs %, Porosity and Density relationships using the















































































2.0 2.3 2.5 2.8
Figure C.7: Checking of predicted Compressive strength for W/C, MWCNTs %, Porosity and Density relationships using the
third group of experimental values.
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